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Connected OpenGreens is part of the Time Inventorsʼ’ Kabinet (TIK) 
- a collaborative project between OKNO (brussels), ESC (graz) and 
COL-ME (bratislava) and numerous associated organisations and 
individual collaborators.

TIK is sponsored by the EU program Culture 2007-2013

The connected OpenGreens catalog is edited by Annemie Maes for 
OKNO. All pictures by Annemie Maes, except the ones listed on p 
...

Connected OpenGreens Catalog v.1.0 
CC license non-commercial, attribution, share alike.

http://timeinventorskabinet.be
http://opengreens.net
http://thoughtsandtalks.so-on.be

 … is a book to be written in a collaborative way. It lists all goods and 
services that can be exchanged between OpenGreen users. This item, 
a mock up for the actual book, is the basis for the discussions taking 
place at the OpenGreens exchange corner during the Burning Ice festival 
2011. 
The shared information and services cover different urban topics.

You can consider the book as a manual and/or proposition for living in 
the cities in a different way …
If we want to alter our habits, weʼ’ll have to change our ideas on what is 
most essential and necessary in our lives. Weʼ’ll have to break with the 
common rules, deviate from the norm and create dynamic structures. 

Therefore weʼ’ll work with and in temporary and experimental places as 
the OpenGreens.

the

catalog

connected
open
greens
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are marginal zones where culture and nature overlap and enter into a 
symbiotic relationship.

The project researches different bottom up approaches for designing 
artificial environments that have the stability and diversity of natural 
ecosystems. 
Integration of renewable energy systems, energy efficiency, food/gar-
dening systems, natural building, rainwater harvesting and urban plan-
ning along with the economic, political and social policies that make 
sustainable living possible and practical. 

How can these human-build ecosystems be generated, controlled, en-
hanced or imagined in artworks? Is our environment programmable? 
How does the fusion of natural and artificial matter produce new organ-
isms, new environments, new natures? How does technology animate 
nature and space, and how do users and programs animate matter?

The Kabinet of the OpenGreens is a repository for all the documentation 
materials on city gardens, abandoned agricultural and industrial spac-
es, miniature parcs on balconies and window sills, participating in the 
OpenGreen project. Discover how you can expand your creative space 
by participating in this ecological network, studying the interactions be-
tween organisms and their environment.

open
greens

ʻ‘le Début des Haricotsʼ’ community garden,
Laken - Brussels, site Thurn & Taxis.
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invisible 
cities

Rooftop garden ʻ‘Klorofilʼ’ on top of the former Bellevue brewery,
Molenbeek - Brussels.
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Participants in the OpenGreens are firstly the partners of Time inven-
torsʼ’ kabinet.
We will describe the participating cities by their OpenGreens. In the net-
work, we find patches in Breda, Frankfurt am Main, Graz, Bratislava, 
Kravín and Korcula - next to the local Brussels OpenGreens network.

The OpenGreens project blends organic and 
technological matter into one and the same 
nature. 

Through analogue and digital means we do long term observations on 
the growth, blossoming and decay of plants and insects submitted to 
natural elements such as wind, sun, rain and pollution in an urban con-
text. 
We monitor and extract data from natural processes both on a micro 
garden level as on a macro city level and we make these data available 
online in realtime with connections via wireless city networks. 

We research the connections between people, technology and the Open-
Greens. Can the gardensʼ’ evolution be controlled? Or even generated, 
enhanced or imagined in artworks?

Can technology animate nature and vice ver-
sa?	
�    Does	
�    the	
�    fusion	
�    of	
�    natural	
�    and	
�    artificial	
�    

matter produce new organisms, new environ-
ments, new forms of nature? 

The	
�    OpenGreens	
�    are	
�    artificial	
�    environments,	
�    

hybrids of nature and culture. 
The harvest is about scraping data of any 
kind from the patches and using it for organic 
and media applications.
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networks
and

communities

OKNO garden, Kanal zone, Molenbeek - Brussels.
Rooftopgarden on top of an old industrial flour mill



Site of Thurn & Taxis in Brussels inner city, Kanal Zone. 45 hectares of valuable green 
patches, a paradise for honeybees and for all people wanting to survive on edible plants 

in the city. Later in 2011, they will start to develop the site into a big housing project.



Kravín, Hranicé, Czech Republic. Meadow with wild flowers, frequently visited by hon-
eybees. Trifolium pratense  (red clover - rode klaver), hypochoeris glabra  (smooth catʼ’s 

ear - glad biggekruid) and geranium sylvaticum (wood craneʼ’s-bill - bosooievaarsbek).



Wild sage, rosmarinus, brambles and chondrilla juncea (devilʼ’s grass - knikbloem / rode 
lijst in België en Nederland) in an olive grove in Korcula, Croatia.
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Elsʼ’ Van Riels virtual garden: Just One Fall.
16mm loop, 2 synchronized cameras.
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Verbeke Foundation, Green Summer in Kemzeke, july 17th 2010.



Jardin botanique expérimental Jean Massart, Auderghem - Brussels. An open air labora-
torium for scientists of the ULB (Brussels free University).
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Klorofylʼ’s community rooftop garden on top of the Bellevue Brewery in Molenbeek, 
Brussels.
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green roofs

Until recently, the design of green roofs was based almost entirely on 
engineering considerations. 
It focuses on how they affect building performance through energy con-
sumption and storm-water retention. 

We would like to focus on the role that green roofs can play in the con-
servation of biodiversity in the cities, and their functionality in terms of 
habitats for wild plants, for insects (bees, solitary bees, wasps and ants) 
and for birds. 
Green roofs provide not only food habitats but also breeding habitats 
for those animals. 
In the OpenGreens project, we want to research if a diverse flora devel-
ops on inner-city green roofs as well as in rural areas. 

By monthly observations we will research the long term vegetation dy-
namics in different OpenGreen patches. 
In these observations I will focus mainlyI on 2 rooftop gardens in Brus-
sels: 1 edible forest garden on the rooftop of a parking lot, and one 
wildflower garden on the rooftop of an old industrial building in the 
Brusselsʼ’ canal zone. 

We created a variety of sunny and shady areas and monitor the plant 
diversity in the different microclimates of the patches.
In our findings we take into account the different soil compositions: 
lava, crushed bricks and concrete, organic matter, homemade compost, 
volcanic tuff and native soil. 

We make statistics of climatological factors such as temperature and 
rainfall to study how they affect the floral diversity.
We also take the surrounding city vegetation into account. We research 
if we can mimic natural habitats with varied microtopographies: scatterd 
rocks, rubble, dead wood, and create a more diverse vegetation. 
We look for natural analogues to these manmade environments. 

We study species that are adapted to shallow substrates and extreme 
moisture and temperature conditions. 
Barren ecosystems often bear the same characteristics and therefore 
can be useful natural models for green roofs. 

We model one rooftop as an edible forest garden. The other rooftop 
is freely exposed to natural elements, and here we observe month by 
month the evolution of pioneer plants brought by the wind and by the 
birds. 

Both gardens are an important part of our ʻ‘urban permaculture sys-
temʼ’.
Permaculture is about designing human environments that have the 
stability, diversity and resilience of natural ecosystems. 
The system integrates energy efficiency, food and gardening systems, 
natural building, rainwater harvesting and urban planning along with 
economic, political and social policies that make sustainable living pos-
sible and practical. 

The gardens form a basis, a natural laboratory for experiments between 
nature and culture, plants and electronics, organic and digital examina-
tion.



so-onʼ’s edible forest rooftop garden. Fig trees ( Ficus carica,  Moraceae), rosemary, 
wild strawberries (Fragaria vesca, Rosaceae), moroccan mint (mentha spicata, Lami-

aceae),  common sage (salvia officinalis, Lamiaceae), poppies (Papaver somniferae, Pa-
paveraceae) , catmint (nepeta, Lamiaceae), cucumber (cucumis sativus, Cucurbitaceae).



oknoʼ’s wildflower rooftop garden. Senecio inaequidens (bezemkruiskruid, Asteraceae), 
Achillea millefolium (duizendblad, Asteraceae), Daucus carota (wilde peen, Apiaceae), 

Medicago sativa (luzerne/alfalfa, Leguminosae), Phacelia (Boraginaceae), Aronia pruni-
folia (appelbes, Rosaceae).
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dataharvest

Open Greens are artificial environments. Not only are they usually in-
stalled in urbanized spaces, they also come equipped with technology: 
microphones, cameraʼ’s and sensors in beehives, a server hidden some-
where in a box, surveillance cameraʼ’s tucked away in a small space. 
The Data Harvest is about getting the data from these technologies and 
making it available to make media works. 
The original OpenGreen at okno is where most of the technological ef-
fort takes place. This is an experimental process and requires a lot of 
trial and error. 
Besides that, okno does not have the same amount of funding as large 
research centers and companies do and we do not have the same level 
of expertise, after all we are artists not engineers or scientists, even if 
our paths often intersect. 
To make matters more difficult still, nature or at least the nature we try 
to build has a nasty way of not cooperating: the bees do not care for our 
experiments and may start to swarm, the seasons never lose their pace 
and the weather in Belgium is a pretty sarcastic affair. 
And then when we do get some data from our little eco-system, it might 
not even be all that useful from an artistic point of view. But, no reason 
to be pessimistic, weʼ’re determined, learning fast and are slowly getting 
to grips with it all. 

A concrete test of our idea of a garden as a generative source for media 
works came with the Connected Domes Workshop in 2009. 
A group of artists started the effort of finding applications for sensors 
connected over a wireless network to gather data from plants. At the 
end we had a small concert with sounds modulated by plants and a 
group of people over excited when they could sense the wind ruffling 
the leaves and the music gently changing analogously.  

Another, more public moment was a performance with the Art Pollution 
Kit: a set of sensors that measure pollution and translate these signals 
into sound and video. 
The most challenging of all garden projects though is the HoneyBee 
Observatory. The idea of observing the bees technologically has be-
come one of the main points of development in oknoʼ’s OpenGreen. To 
observe their behaviour, predict events and generate audiovisual forms 
with these critters is a fascinating challenge. They are however fragile 
and picky, a much more active entity than plants and have very precise 
requirements. To make matters more complicated, theyʼ’s very small and 
light and live in a dark noisy box.

We have made progress from our first naive ideas and are develop-
ing towards a mature concept of how to approach this with our limited 
means. 

All this and further developments will be part of Time Inventorʼ’s Kabi-
net, to be continued... 
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network data transfer

To send data from one city garden to another, we use the technical in-
frastructure of the Reseay Citoyen - a free city network that is set up, 
used and maintained by citizens.

Every house or every garden can become a node in the network and can 
be a part of this dynamic connection. You just have to set up a router 
on your rooftop or your windowsill, and install some  free routing ap-
plication.

Reseau Citoyen is the way we connect for now the OpenGreens patches 
within Brussels, for the international network we still use the regular 
internet.

A traditional network as the internet has a hierarchical routing structure 
and is limited in range.
A meshnetwork is decentralised. It has an horizontal structure and  a dy-
namic routing. There is no provider, the network emerges out of a col-
laborative effort by a bunch of people. The range of a node depends on 
the strength of its antenna. No immediate sightline is needed, but metal, 
(concrete) walls or else can disturb the connection between nodes.

The goal of our meshnetwork is to make collaborative artistic projects in 
public space, looking into the media-ecologies of an appropriate space, 
whetever it is a rural area or a city. 
The participative aspect is very important, as is the use of green energy 
to make the system a well-balanced, sustainable artistic eco-system.
The output will be a creative, playfull installation that deals with loca-
tive information. A non-linear storytelling of the site by sonification and 
visualisation of its data.

Antenna on so-on rooftop, Brussels center
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Reseau Citoyen antenna on  so-on rooftop, Vlaamse Stw, Brussels Inner City. Reseau Citoyen antennae and solar panel,  on Okno rooftop, Molenbeek - Brussel.
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time inventors’ kabinet

TIK is a project, an interest into ecology and 
media art, a collaborative experiment with 
time … taking an ecological approach to ob-
serving patterns in time and time control sys-
tems… 

Itʼ’s about creative tools we build to generate new audio and visual art-
works… a ʻ‘horloge a ventʼ’, an imaginary time keeping device regulated 
by the irregular movement of the wind … 
Build your own Wind Clock in our fresh air and connected Open Green 
testing grounds!

Wind Clocks, or the Time Inventors is a new ecological time concept for 
enjoying creativity, brought by an international group of experimental 
artists, gardeners, engineers, bricoleurs, managers, organizers, docu-
mentarists, writers, musicians, but mostly new 21st century style inven-
tors with non-conventional minds. 
United they bring you manuals and advice, experience and ideas, about 
how to make your own windclock and share your data over the networks 
for the benefit of everyone.

Connected Open Greens - or the Kabinet, which stands for all-weather-
conditioned city gardens, abandoned agricultural and industrial spaces, 
or miniature parks on your balconies and window sills. Come and see 
how you can expand your creative space by participating in an artistic 
network and playground for letting your creativity run wild. 
Ecologies are interactions between organisms and their environment.

We have development labs and local distributors in Austria, Belgium, 
Czech Republic, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Slovakia, Holland, Germa-
ny, etc... 
Call us for distributors outside Europe! 

Soon coming near to you: Free conferences, publications, talks, work-
shops, performances, installations, new and subversive aesthetics. 
Check the program and agenda at http://timeinventorskabinet.org
Collect the logos and win a free Wind Clock or Foldable Open Green.
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connected OpenGreens database

Whatis the botanical connection between Brussels, Hranicé (Cz), Graz 
(At), Breda (Nl), Bratislava (Sk), Kocula (Hr) and Frankfurt (De)?

We want to observe, trace and compare, and visualize our observations 
with handdrawn graphs, in connected maps exploring historical and 
geographical backgrounds.
We want to document the garden evolution in realtime: pictures, audio, 
webcams , streaming ... and later abstract these data in a visual way with 
applications as nodebox OpenGL, Jitter, Blender and processing.

How can we create usefull connections between the different observa-
tions?
How can we create a wind timeline out of the collected material?

We will create a library of elements, and use these elements to construct 
personalised graphs, ʻ‘timeblocksʼ’ or ʻ‘windburstsʼ’.

We are thinking to monitor the OpenGreens via a structure of Delaunay 
systems, working with ʻ‘processingʼ’ processes and lindemayer processes 
and use voronoi patterns to structure data.
 
How can we relate the OpenGreen Time to TIK-time?

We construct with wind devices as anemometers and wind-directed 
cameraʼ’s.
Weʼ’ll research the ʻ‘time patternsʼ’ in nature and research the relation 
between time and urban gardeners.

OpenGreens 
described 
and 
compared
in
databases

Breda, developing the Connected OpenGreedatabase - august 2010
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sharing, exchanging

site of Thurn & Taxis, Brussels Inner City. 
Daucus Carota, (wilde peen - wild carrot), Apiaceae.

We want to trace the history of our 
neighbourhood and work on the fu-
ture of our neighbourhood.

kanal zone :
- canal = artificial
- Zenne = natural
- quay, quaysides - importance of water
- migration (in the past and now)
- little Manchester, compare to UK industrial zones

Research city archives, old maps, public libraries.

OKNO
- canal zone
- the flour-mill
- menoterie FARCY 1835, rebuild 1851 after a fire
- protected architecture
- old pictures

SO-ON
- parkinglot since 1970, but what was it before?
- St. Catherine neighborhood, fishmarket
- inner city basins, quaysides, marketplaces
- one of the oldest shopping streets of Brussels
- the way to Flanders

Research the history of the OpenGreens locations and patch-
es. Can we trace back to the ‘original state’ of these little plots 
of land?



Breda, developing the Connected OpenGreedatabase - august 2010
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the story   of two
rooftop     gardens:
on how to   reclaim 
the roof-   tops,
hack non-   sites and
share         common 
property

so-on rooftop garden, Brussels inner city, on top of Parking des Marchés.
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Performance in the okno rooftop garden.

alice 
in
wonder
land



Performance in the okno rooftop garden.

transforming 
rooftops
and
describing 
places 
with 
no name
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Original state of the rooftops: a mix of dirt  and dead animals ...

The range of habitats in urban areas is surprising. Most of the major 
terrestrial habitat types are represented in towns and cities, either as 
remnants of previously rural environments, or as artificial analogues of 
semi-natural habitats.

The Open Green project focuses on two rooftopgardens located in Brus-
selsʼ’ city center, 400 m apart : an edible forest rooftop garden on top 
of a parking lot and a wild flower rooftop garden on top of an old ware-
house.

The Open Green project blends organic and technological matter into 
one and the same nature. Through analogue and digital means we do 
long term observations on the growth, blossoming and decay of plants 
and insects submitted to natural elements such as wind, sun, rain and 
pollution in an urban context.

We monitor and extract data from natural processes both on a micro 
garden level as on a macro city level and make the data available online 
in realtime with open wireless city networks. 

We research the connections between people, technology and the pos-
sible applications of the rooftop gardens. Can the gardensʼ’ evolution 
be controlled, generated, enhanced or imagined in artworks? Does the 
fusion of natural and artificial matter produce new organisms, new en-
vironments, new forms of nature? Can technology animate nature and 
vice versa?

The	
�    OpenGreens	
�    are	
�    artificial	
�    environments,	
�    

an hybrid of nature and culture. The harvest 
is about scraping data of any kind from the 

OpenGreens :  
the ecology of urban habitats
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We would like to focus on the role that green 
roofs can play in the cities. 

Their functionality in terms of habitats for wild plants, for insects (bees, 
solitary bees, wasps and ants) and for birds. 
Green roofs provide not only food habitats but also breeding habitats 
for those animals.

gardens and using it for organic ánd media 
applications. 

Untill recently the design of green roofs was 
based almost entirely on engineering consid-
erations: it focuses on how they affect build-
ing performance through energy consumption 
and storm-water retention. 

Every square is 1 m2,
The red squares are the 

beehives. The colored 
structures at the left will 

be used to indicate the 
substrate levels.

Indication of substrate 
levels for the edible 

forestgarden and the 
vegetable garden.
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original state of the rooftops: roofing and dirt ...
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view of the rooftop before the garden works
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view of the rooftop during the set up of the rooftop garden
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view of the rooftop after putting of the lava substrate
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With the Open Greens project, we want to 
research	
�    if	
�    a	
�    diverse	
�    flora	
�    develops	
�    on	
�    green	
�    

roofs in inner cities as well as in rural areas. 

 
By monthly observations of some permanent quadrats we will research 
the long-term vegetation dynamics on two rooftops (150 and 300 m2) 
in the inner city of Brussels. 
We created a variety of sunny and shady areas and we will monitor the 
plant diversity in the different microclimates of the rooftop gardens.

In our findings we take into account the different soil compositions : 
lava, crushed bricks and concrete, organic matter, homemade compost, 
volcanic tuff, native soil.

We make statistics of climatological factors such as temperature and 
rainfall to study how they affect the floral diversity. We also take the sur-
rounding city vegetation into account.
We research if we can mimic natural habitats with varied microtopogra-
phies, scattered rocks, rubble, dead wood and a more diverse vegeta-
tion.

We look for natural analogues to these man-
made environments. We study species of 
plants that are adapted to shallow substrates 
and extreme temperature and moisture con-
ditions. 

Barren ecosystems often bear the same char-
acteristics and therefore can be useful natu-
ral models for green roofs.

vegetalbe garden, so-on rooftop - brussels city
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We model one rooftop garden as an edible forest garden. The other 
rooftop is freely exposed to the natural elements. Both garden-models 
are an important part of our ʻ‘urban permaculture systemʼ’. Permaculture 
is about designing human environments that have the stability, diversity 
and resilience of natural ecosystems. The system integrates energy ef-
ficiency, food and gardening systems, natural building, rainwater har-
vesting and urban planning along with the economic, political and social 
policies that make sustainable living possible and practical.

The forest garden is modelled on a natural woodland - the original state 
of most non-cultivated land in north-western Europe. It has at least 3 
(or more) layers of vegetation: trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants. 
The annual vegetables reproduce by self-seeding. The wild flower gar-
den is  a patch where we observe month by month the evolution of 
pioneer-plants brought by the wind and the birds.
Both gardens form a basis for experiments between nature and culture, 
plants and electronics, organic and digital examination methods.

We store the data of our long-term observa-
tions in the OpenGreens Database.
This relational database covers and reveals 
information on all elements of the Open-
Greens rooftop gardens in numbers, text and 
images. 

Historical and current state of the gardens, goals of the project, people 
involved, sustainability factor. Permanent quadrat monitoring and poet-
ic observations. It offers links to existing databases for further detailed 
information on plant- and animallife. It informs on data gathering and 
data treatment.

vegetable garden, so-on rooftop - brussels city
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invisible
gardens
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understanding the system : 
the Garden of Eden

“Imagine living outdoors indoors in a trans-
parant dome, picking organically grown vege-
tables right in your kitchen, sleeping in a bed 
under luxuriant trees, comfortable regardless 
of the weather outside.
Your autonomous garden home is heated and 
cooled by the sun, which also provides elec-
tricity and heats water.
…
Your Garden of Eden captures, treats, and 
recycles it’s own water.
…
the plants provide the oxygen-rich, clean air 
of a forest.
There is no connection to city power, water 
or sewage systems. It is truly organic archi-
tecture.”

Excerpt of Bucky Works, Buckminster Fuller’s Ideas for Today - by Jay Baldwin

A geodesic dome  (the Garden of Eden) by Buckminster Fuller and a dome in the okno 
rooftop garden, Brussels - Molenbeek.
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What is an edible forest rooftop 
garden?

Imagine yourself surrounded by trees, bushes and herbs - all ready to 
pick and to put in your mouth.
Forest gardening is based on natural models from all times: it is a self 
supporting healthy and fertile system in which useful plants with edible 
and medicinal qualities grow together in different vertical layers and 
have beneficial effects on one another.

Forest gardening is a novel way of growing edible crops - with nature 
doing most of the work for you. 
A forest garden is modelled on young natural woodland, with a wide 
range of crops growing in different vertical layers. Unlike in a conven-
tional garden, there is little need for digging, weeding or pest control. 
Species are carefully chosen for their beneficial effects on each other, 
creating a healthy system that maintains its own fertility. 

The garden of Gilbert Cardon (fraternité ouvrière, Mouscron)
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Can we talk about ‘urban permaculture’, 

as an intrinsic part of our media-ecological system? 
What is Permaculture? 
Permaculture is about designing human environments that 
have the stability, diversity and resilience of natural ecosys-
tems. Permaculture integrates renewable energy systems, 
energy efficiency, food/gardening systems, natural building, 
rainwater harvesting, urban planning along with the econom-
ic, political and social policies that make sustainable living 
possible and practical.

Permaculture is an approach to everyday life that integrates 
all the facets of people’s lives to enhance environmental sus-
tainability within a permanent, sustainable agricultural and 
cultural system - a diverse, complex eco-system, where all of 
the elements interact in mutually beneficial ways to produce a 
whole which is greater than the sum of its parts. 

It is is a valued way of designing and creating sustainable sys-
tems. It has relevance for anyone with a concern to improve 
the environment and the quality of life.

Why garden on rooftops in the city?

Gardening on rooftops in ever-increasingly dense and sprawl-
ing cities is an original way to take back unused and sterile 
spaces like rooftops, patios and balconies and to transform 
them into livable spaces that are lush, productive and purify-
ing. 
In addition to embellishing the urban landscape with food-
producing gardens at the tops of buildings and producing 
fresh food, these new spaces for the community enable us to 
reduce the ecological footprint of the houses and institutions 
of which we are an integral part. 

Recovering and decontaminating water, cultivating organic 
food, composting organic waste as well as filtering and cool-
ing down air are all part of a mindset to make our established 
landscape more sustainable. 
Therefore, in the current context of environmental degrada-
tion, over-consumption and junk food culture, taking care of 
ourselves and our environment enables us to take a step down 
the path to healthy cities and communities.

Rooftop gardening means taking up an inspiring, ecological 
and productive activity, and developing new links with the food 
chain, the seasons, the environment and the community. 

This utopia’s vision is to turn the city into a garden and its 
inhabitants into gardeners.



Fresh rooftop garden at okno, april 2009.
Geodesic dome with mobile garden underneath.
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Green Studies Reader
From Romanticism to Ecocriticism
edited by Laurence Coupe
Routledge London - New York, 2000
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Edible Forest garden

A forest garden is a garden modelled on a 
natural woodland. 

It has 3 layers of vegetation: trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants. In 
an edible forest garden the tree layer contains fruit and nut trees, the 
shrub layer soft fruit and nut bushes, and the ground layer perennial 
vegetables and herbs. The soil is not dug and annual vegetables are not 
normally included unless they can reproduce by self-seeding.

It is usually a very diverse garden, containing 
a wide variety of edible plants.

Many gardens contain the same things as a forest garden, but usually 
each is grown separately, as orchard, soft fruit aerea, vegetable patch 
and herb bed.
What distinguishes a forest garden is that all are grown together on the 
same piece of ground, one above the other.
There are no hard rules about what a forest garden should be. In fact, 
every one should be different, tailored to the needs of the individual 
gardeners and their family, and to the unique environment of each gar-
den.

What is the difference between a forest gar-
den and permaculture?

Permaculture is an approach to food growing -and many other aspects 
of life- which takes natural ecosystems as its model. Both learn from 
natural ecosystems. 
In case of the forest garden it is much a direct copy: a forest gardens 
looks like a woodland.
In contrary, permaculture is not modelled on the outward forms of eco-

systems, but on the underlying principle which makes them work: a web 
of beneficial relationships between the different plants and animals, and 
between them and the rocks, water, soil and climate of their habitiat.

Natural ecosystems can be very productive, and they donʼ’t need all the 
inputs of fossil fuels and other materials that are needed to support our 
present-day agriculture, industry and infrastructure, nor they emit any 
pollution.
Permaculture seeks to create systems which have all the desiderable 
characteristics of natural ecosystems but which provide for human 
needs. The key to achieving this is to set up a network of beneficial 
relationships between the different elements we need in a garden, on a 
farm or in a whole community.

Forest gardening and permaculture are not 
the same thing, but there is much that they 
have in common. 
Both are about putting components togeth-
er in an harmonious whole, so both have a 
strong	
�    element	
�    of	
�    design,	
�    and	
�    both	
�    are	
�    firmly	
�    

rooted in a sense of ecology.

Permaculture covers a much larger field than (only) gardening. It in-
cludes farming, forestry, town planning, financial and social structures 
and much more. 
A forest garden may be a component in a permaculture design, but it 
is also more than just a part of permaculture. It is a way of gardening, 
indeed the basis for a way of living, which arose quite indepentdently: 
it can be practised by anybody who has access to a little piece of land, 
and who has the desire to try something that is relatively new and yet as 
old as life itself.
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Why should we grow a forest garden?

The most sustainable way to grow food is the way which is most like the 
natural vegetation of that area. 
Letʼ’s list some global benefits of growing a forest garden. The greatest 
ecological problem we face is climate change caused by the greenhouse 
effect. Growing new trees is one way to take carbon dioxide out of the 
atmosphere by turning it back into living wood. 
There is no reason why many of these desperately needed new trees 
should not be fruit-trees, planted by the owners of town and subur-
ban gardens – who, at the same time, would gain the bonus of growing 
nourishing fruit. 
The ecological benefits of trees do not stop at being a sink for unwanted 
greenhouse gasses. They also enable the soil to store more water and 
then to release it slowly, preventing both flood and drought. They pro-
tect soil from wind and water erosion.

How a forest garden works.

First the vegetable layer comes into leaf, then the soft fruit and finally 
the top fruit. By working in layers, the lifespan of the growing season is 
extended. 
The whole volume of the soil can be used, without the plants compet-
ing with one another for water and nutrients. A forest garden can make 
much better use of the available resources –both above and below the 
ground- than a single layer garden.

The three main products of a forest garden are fuits, nuts and leafy veg-
etables. Often the distinction between vegetables and herbs is not really 
made. Anything that is edible and green, cultivated or wild, is welcome 
in the forest garden. We go for diversity! 
Many of the plants which are suitable for a forest garden are either 
taken straight from the wild or have only been slightly modified by plant 
breeding. Wild plants are on an average much higher in protein, vita-
mins and minerals than conventional vegetables. 
Most of the produce of a forest garden (fruits, nuts, salads) can be eaten 
raw.

There is no digging involved in a forest garden. Soil is not an inert min-
eral substance. It is an intricate blend of mineral, air, water, organic 
matter and living organisms. 
Crumb structure is an important element in fertility. The micro-organ-
isms in the soil are the powerhouse of soil fertility. A lot of essential 
chemical processes are going on in the soil all the time, processes car-
ried out by bacteria, fungi, algae and other micro-organisms.

In a forest garden, mulch plays an important part in weed control. There 
are not so many weeds in a forest garden anyway, as digging is the main 
thing encouraging weed seeds to germinate, and also because any plant 
that is useful in one way or another is welcome in a polyculture. 
Many wild plants are edible, and deep rooted ones work at bringing 
mineral nutrients up from the subsoil. Compost is not digged in, but 
placed on the surface as a mulch.

The diversity of a forest garden helps to keep it free from serious lev-
els of pest infestation, due to the rich mixture of species and varieties 
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within each of the layers.
Where each kind of plant is mixed in among many other kinds it is much 
more difficult for pests and diseases to build up. In addition to the ben-
efits of general diversity, there may also be specific interactions going 
on. Some plants provide food for insects which are predators on plant 
pests. The greater the diversity of plants and the more they are inter-
mingled the healthier the garden.

Make your own backyard ecosystem. It’s 
about the fascination of being a witness and 
a participant in the growth and the develop-
ment of an ecosystem. 

A forest garden has a longer cycle. As trees, shrubs and perennial veg-
etables all grow at different rates they all have different lifespans. 
They spread and shrink in response to age and different seasons. Com-
pleted by the wild plants and animals that move into or out the garden 
as conditions change, a kaleidoscope of changes is unfolding as each 
year unfolds.

A forest garden is foremost a home garden. But with its combination of 
tree fruit, bush fruit and vegetables on the same piece of land it pro-
vides in the needs of its gardeners. 
And more, with the yield of a forest garden we can make a direct con-
nection between growers and consumers, as home gardening avoids 
the costs of packaging and transport and allows for the return of all 
nutrients in the food by means of composting directly to the soil that 
grew that food. It is indefinitely sustainable. It is the basis of any truly 
ecological way of living that where we do things is at least as important 
as how we do them.

A forest garden does not need a lot of work, 
but it does need attention. It needs someone 
to wander through it regularly to see how it 

is getting on, it needs someone to inhabit it. 
This can happen without effort if the garden 
is at the gardeners’ workplace or living place.

Inspired by Patrick Whitefield (How to make a Forest Garden).
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through
the
looking
glass



I am a Brussels rooftop gardener, and I am responsible for several green 
patches.

There is a wildflower garden on the rooftop of our artist-collective’s work-
space,



and there is the forest rooftop garden on top of a parkinglot next to my ap-
partment. 

And there are wild green patches on other nearby rooftops, or on the side-
walks in the city, or on urban wastelands,



and their underground can differ from concrete or roofing to simply dust 
or moss ...

As you can see, my part of the project focuses mostly on rooftops and their 
alternative and green possibilities.



We examine how these reclaimed rooftops can change the life of the people 
in the cities.



We call this project the ‘sensorial rooftop gardens’ project.
The participating rooftops can be read as a living structure.

The buildings’ structure has to be able to support the additional weight of 
the garden.



The sceleton of the garden starts with the technical preparation of the roof: 
an 8mm protective anti-root membrane that resists root penetration and 

ultraviolet rays. Than comes a 2cm respirating drainage layer that can with-
stand severe temperature changes and atmospheric conditions.



On top of this, water retaining rockwool plates of 8cm thick are put to re-
tain the moisture for the roots during draught periods.

The whole set-up should be flexible enough to meet building movements at 
construction joints and intersections with vertical elements.



The set-up should withstand attacks by insects and micro organisms, sub-
soil animals and soil chemicals.

The membrane should be able to stay in place over an indefinite life span 
without deterioration.



The tissue or the skin of the living structure are the plants: edible, culti-
vated and/or wild.

The circulatory system of the living structure represents the water harvest-
ing and re-use, 



and the nervous system of the structure is build up by the actions that re-
late to the outer world, by sensors and technology.



Social Importance : hack & reclaim the roofs of the city!
Parking rooftops and administrative buildings rooftops: they belong to the 

citizens. We have to set up action groups to share public places and take 
care of common property. 



Ecological benefits : reduction of greenhouse gasses and improvement of 
the air quality in the city.           

A surplus value is the insulation value for the building, regulating the dif-
ference inside/outside during summer and winter. 



Also stormwater mitigation is very important for the sewers of the city, as 
the rooftops give a slow water release.

And last but not least, extra habitats are created for fauna and flora and 
thus green roofs contribute to more biodiversity.



Geographical facts : the form is rectangular, open on south - south/west and 
the local temperature is ± 5° higher than the average of the countryside. be-

cause the rooftop garden has a microclimate: the garden is protected from 
strong northern winds by a hedgerow of shrubs and plants.



The sun warms up the concrete walls of the house which delate the col-
lected heath till late in the night.

There is a good balance between light and shade, which creates opportuni-
ties for habitats, 



and there are enough natural water ressources to water the garden in times 
of draught.

The soil consists of lava substrate with bims stones and organic matter. 
This mix is lightly basic in pH and contains a lot of mineral matter. 



The soil on a rooftop garden has no direct link with the natural ground.
The soil has to be lightweight to conform to the limited load capacity of the 

roof.   A firm anchorage of the plant’s roots should be provided by the soil 
to ensure proper growth and uptake essential nutrients 

trees, 
shrubs,
bushes, 
perennials:
every 
plant 
has a
story ...



and avoid soil loss from erosion. It is important that the soil has good drain-
age to ensure proper balance of water in the soil for the plants and avoid 

excess build up. The ideal soil for extensive Rooftop garden systems is com-
posed of 75% mineral and 25% organic soil.

compost: a nourishing matrix of or-
ganic elements, endlessly worked by 
earthworms, fungi, bacteria, 
and various moulds building the soil



Well-rotted humus and mature compost containing a high organic fibrous 
material content is the composition of organic soil.

Mineral soil is composed of crushed clay, bims and lava giving it a high po-
rosity that allows water retention, drainage, and aeration.                            



Plants used in extensive rooftop garden systems have to contend to ex-
treme conditions that occur on rooftops and having to contend with mini-

mal soil availability.
The design of the edible forest rooftop garden is a natural ecosystem 



mimicry. It is modelled upon natural woodland.
Natural woodland is the original state of most non cultivated land in north-

western Europe.
It has at least 3 (or more) layers of vegetation: trees, shrubs and herbaceous 



plants & annual vegetables.
The tree layer consists of fruit and nut trees, the shrub layer is composed 

by soft fruit and nut bushes, and the ground layer are perennial vegetables 
and herbs.



All plants are growing together, the one layer above the other, and they cre-
ate a network of beneficial relationships.

The forest garden soil is covered with a diversity of wild and cultivated 
plants, they protect the soil from wind and water erosion.



A healthy soil needs no digging, and is a blend of water & air, organic mat-
ter & living organisms as bacteria, algae, fungi, earth worms and insects. 

We work with companionplanting for natural pest control and with the in-
troduction of usefull insects.



A lot of wild and semi-domestic animals found a new habitat in the rooftop 
garden: bees, birds, insects, mice ...

The forest garden hosts 5 beehives and in summer it is the home of ± 
250.000 city honeybees.

kokmeeuw, zwarte kraai, 
houtduif, ekster, rotsduif, 
stadsduif, huismus, mer-
el, heggenmus, spreeuw, 
witte kwikstaart, vink, 
sijs, keep, veldleeuwerik, 
graspieper, zwarte rood-
staart.



We organise our research on urban habitats via the observation of city hon-
eybees. Bees are a good bio-indicator for the ecosystem.

The bees manage to bridge the spatial distance between the several Open-
Greens in one city. The activities of the bees make the different OpenGreens 



patches interconnect and interfere. The respective trajectories and areas of 
floral visits will overlap and an interference of the hives and gardens takes 

place. The emerging inter-space can be perceived as a place of encounters 
and neighborhood. Observation and technological monitoring of the hives 



activity make bee-information in real time available online. The link between plants and bees is a vital one. The botanical map of the 
bees’ foraging areas is extremely important for the wellbeing of the colony. 



It’s up to the beekeeper to map all melliferous (honey)plants in the immedi-
ate surrounding of the hives and to keep track of the flowering periods of 

all honeyplants in a radius of 3 à 4 km.
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mystery
mush-
rooms

Ramaria stricta ( Ramariaceae), rechte koraalzwam - straight coral fungus.
Jardin Massart, Brussels - october 8th 2010.
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Open Greens Research #03
Brussels, jardin experimental, October 2010
Looking for Mushrooms.

Friday, october 8th, I went to look for mushrooms at the Jardin 
Experimental Massart, one of the the fieldworkspaces of the 
biology department of the free university of Brussels (ULB).
On my way over there, I was thinking about one of the 20th 
century pioneer-experimental artists: John Cage.
John Cage was not only a major figure of the musical avant-
garde but also an avid mycologist, collector and consumer of 
mushrooms. His knowledge of the fungal world was legend-
ary.
Indeterminacy was a lecture/performance work in which Cage 
recited a series of one minute stories and anecdotes in no 
particular order. Many of these stories related to his love of 
mushrooms and his experiences of collecting and studying 
them.
In the experimental garden/forest, I picked some of the mush-
rooms to study them in my studio. Following movie gives ran-
dom impressions of the research of the species under the mi-
croscope, accompanied by an excerpt of Indeterminacy, read 
by Cage.

Agaricus campestris (Agaricaceae), gewone weidechampignon - field mushroom.
Edible. So-on rooftop garden, august 18th 2010. Dried.
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Open Greens Research #04
brussels, October 2010
Writing the Wilderness

Where is the litterature which gives expression to Nature? He 
would be a poet who could impress the winds and streams 
into his service, to speak for him; who nailed words to their 
primitive senses, as farmers drive down stakes in the spring, 
which the frost has heaved; who derived his words as often 
as he used them – transplanted them to his page with earth 
adhering to their roots; whose words were so true and fresh 
and natural that they would appear to expand like the buds 
at the approach of spring, though they lay half smothered be-
tween two musty leaves in a library – aye, to bloom and bear 
fruit there, after their kind, annually, for the faithful reader, in 
sympathy with surrounding Nature.

Henry David Thoreau – Writing the Wilderness
From ‘Walking’ (1862), in Essays and Other Writings
Ed. Will H. Dircks, London: Walter Scott Ltd, 1895.

Piptoporus betulinus ( Fomitopsidaceae), berkenzwam - birch polypore, dried.
edible mushroom with bitter taste. Jardin Massart, october 8th 2010.
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In  1954, when  I  went  to  Europe, I  no  sooner  arrived  in  
Paris than  I noticed  that  the  city  was  covered  with poster 
publicizing  a  mushroom  exhibition that  was  being  held  in  
the  Botanical  Gardens.
That  was  all  I  needed. Off  I  went. When  I  arrived, I  found  
myself  in  a  large  room  filled with  many  tables upon  which  
were  displayed many  species  of  fungi. On  the  hour  from  
a  large  centrally-placed  loudspeaker a  recorded  lecture  on  
the  deadly  poisonous  amanitas  was  delivered.
During  this  lecture, nobody  in the  hall  moved  or  spoke. 
Each person’s  attention  was, so  to  speak, riveted to  the  
information  being given. A  week  later, I was  in  Cologne  in  
Germany attending  a  concert  of electronic  music. There was  
also an audience and a large loudspeaker. However, many in  
the  audience  were  dozing  off, and some were talking to 
their neighbors.

http://www.lcdf.org/indeterminacy/s.cgi?48

This part starts from the bush again, there is a blue back-
ground, and then has some chaotic scanning of a white struc-
ture with horizontal brown lines over it. the soundtrack is still 
of two voices, some musical elements of a piano

This summer I’m going to give a class in mushroom identifica-
tion at the New School for Social  Research. Actually, it’s five 
field trips, not 
really a class at all. However, when I proposed it to Dean Clara 
Mayer, though she was delighted with the idea, she said, I’ll 
have to let you know later whether or not we’ll give it. So she 
spoke to the president who couldn’t see why there should 
be a  class in mushrooms at the New School. Next she spoke 

Lycoperdon perlatum (Agaricaceae), parelstuifzwam - common puffball.
Edible when young and white. So-on rooftop garden, august 30th - 2010.
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to Professor MacIvor who lives in Piermont. She  said, ‘What 
do you think about our having a mushroom class at the New 
School?’ He said, ‘Fine idea.  Nothing more than mushroom 
identification develops the powers of observation.’ This re-
mark was relayed both to the president and to me. It served 
to get the class into the catalogue and to verbalize for me my 
present attitude towards music: it isn’t  useful, music isn’t, 
unless it develops our powers of audition. But most musicians 
can’t hear a single sound, they listen only to the relationship 
between two or more sounds. Music for them has nothing to 
do with their powers of audition, but only to do  with their 
powers of observing relationships. In  order to do this, they 
have to ignore all the crying babies, fire engines, telephone 
bells, coughs, that happen to occur during their auditions. 
Actually, if you run into people who are really interested in 
hearing sounds, you’re apt to find them fascinated by the qui-
et ones. ‘Did you hear that?’ they will say.

http://www.lcdf.org/indeterminacy/s.cgi?47

The camera pans to the right and reveals the edge of the 
white form that indicates it might be a (giant?) mushroom; 
inside the restaurant was a jukebox says one of the voices; the 
camera goes to the back of the mushroom that turns out to 
be yellowish and blue, yellow. the soundtrack is chaotic with 
lots of noise, at the end the camera pans briefly over the blue 
background.

Hypholoma fasciculare ( Strophariaceae), zwavelkopjes - sulphur tuft or clusterd 
woodlover.A common mushroom growing on rotting trunks. So-on rooftop garden, no-

vember 22nd, 2010.
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Thing’s is happening since the greater quality not only of peo-
ple, but of things and particularly of information. And in the 
presence of that complexity my use of chance operations is 
very usefull.
I think that it’s generally known into computer technology, 
to say that many programs are based on the use of chance 
operations.
Since I’m changing, I try to write without relation to time now. 
I mean, my music, … it’s very curious because in all my life 
there have been time structures, time brackets, clocks … and 
now they’re all going!

The surface over which the camera pans is unclear, brown-
ish-white with the small dark ‘thorns’ spread over. there is a 
voice-over of a man that is difficult to understand.

The camera pans to the right and shows a plant, part of a 
building, the voice-over is layered - two voices, one man says 
he tries to write without notion to time;  it is still not clear 
what the first surface is.

The camera pans over what can be described as prickly bush-
es, their are still two voices - the ‘first’ voice says its very curi-
ous that time structures are going from his life. 
The other voice says you’ll probably know the one about the 
two monks but i’ll tell it anyway  the first voice at a moment 
is replaced by the sound of something like pots and pans ram-
bling, water running; 
the first voice says he’s still thankful to Yoko Ono and John 
Lennon. 
It is difficult to concentrate on all three layers together.

To play the piece again with the windows closed says one of 
the voice, electronic sounds, the camera pans again over the 
blueish part of the mushroom, the camera goes very close to 
it and is almost microscopic, then goes blurred.

The camera pans over the surface thats still microscopic and 
finally blurs, the voice-over tell about a mechanized pen, pia-
no and strange sounds in the background.

http://padma.okno.be/
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Amanita muscaria (Amanitaceae), vliegenzwam - zeer giftig.
Jardin Massart, Brussels - october 2010.

Amanita vaginata (Ama nitaceae), grijze slanke amaniet - giftig.
so-on rooftopgarden, august 2010.
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seeds!
it’s not 
about 
quantity, 
but 
about 
respons-
ability!

anethum graveolens (apiaceae), dill seed - dille
melliferous, seedbank
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A seed is a small embryonic plant enclosed in a covering called the seed 
coat, usually with some stored food. It is the product of the ripened 
ovule of gymnosperm and angiosperm plants which occurs after fertil-
ization and some growth within the mother plant. The formation of the 
seed completes the process of reproduction in seed plants (started with 
the development of flowers and pollination), with the embryo developed 
from the zygote and the seed coat from the integuments of the ovule.

Seeds have been an important development in the reproduction and 
spread of flowering plants, relative to more primitive plants like mosses, 
ferns and liverworts, which do not have seeds and use other means to 
propagate themselves.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seeds

brassica nigra seed, (brassicaceae), bladmosterd zaad 
melliferous, seedbank
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coriandrum sativum (apiaceae), coriander - koriander
melliferous, seedbank

Foeniculum vulgare (apiaceae), venkel, fennel
melliferous, seedbank
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spinacia oleracea, (amaranthaceae), spinach, spinazie reuzenblad verbena officinalis, (verbenaceae), ijzerhard 

melliferous, medicinal
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lavendula spica, (lamiaceae), lavender flower, tea
melliferous, medicinal

allium schoenoprasum, (alliaceae), chives - bieslook
melliferous, culinary
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herb spiral:
melliferous plants 
medicinal plants

Apiculture classifies a plant as melliferous if it can be harvested by do-
mesticated honey bees. A melliferous flower is a plant which produces 
substances that can be collected by insects and turned into honey. Many 
plants are melliferous, but only certain examples can be harvested by 
honey bees, because of their physiognomy : their body size and shape 
and the length of their tongue. 

A list of known melliferous plants can be found at the link below It in-
dicates as well the flowering period of the plant, , as the resources har-
vested by the bees : nectar, pollen, propolis, or honeydew.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melliferous_flower
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thymus praecox coccineus, thymus serpillium, thymus pule-
gioides, thymus citriodorus aureus, thymus vulgaris ‘lemon 
variegated’, allium ursinum, sedum reflexum, sedum acre, 
artemisia vulgaris, artemisia absinthium, anthemis tincto-
ria, achillea millefolium, achillea ptarmica, alchemilla xan-
thochlora, allium cernuum, armoracia rusticana, helichry-
sum italicum, agastache foeniculum, mentha rotundifolia, 
succisa pratensis, prunella grandiflora, verbena officinalis, 
prunella vulgaris, salvia pratensis, teucrium scorodonia, sal-
via verbenacea, salvia sclarea, verbascum blattaria, artemi-
sia camphorata, barbarea vulgaris, plantago lanceolata, 
tanacetum vulgare, origanum vulgare, tussilago farfara, ve-
ronica austriaca. teucrium,mentha piperita, melissa officina-
lis, artemisia dracunculus, Cynara scolymus, borago officina-
lis, cynara cardunculus, chamaemelum nobile ‘flore pleno’, 
chamaemelum nobile treneagul, cichorium intybus Magde-
burg, aloysia triphylla, thymus vulgaris, foeniculum vulgaris 
‘bronze giant’, crambe maritima, salvia elegans, salvia offi-
cinalis ‘berggarten,’salvia officinalis, salvia officinalis ‘ pur-
purascens’, rumex patientia, plantago coronopus, valeriana 
officinalis, satureja montana, sanguisorba minor , pastinaca 
sativa

eekhoorntjesbrood
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kruiptijm, kleine tijm, grote wilde tijm, citroentijm, citroen-
tijm, daslook, tripmadam, muurpeper, bijvoet, absinth, ka-
mille, duizendblad, wilde bertram, geelgroene vrouweman-
tel, amerikaanse look, mierikswortel, curryplant, anijshysop, 
witte munt /wollige munt, blauwe knoop, grote brunel, ijzer-
hard /verveine, gewone brunel, veldsalie, valse salie, klein-
bloemige salie, scharlei, mottenkruid, kamferalsem, barba-
rakruid, smalle weegbree, boerenwormkruid, wilde marjolein, 
valeriaan, klein hoefblad, gulden marjolijn, brede ereprijs, 
mannetjesereprijs, pepermunt, citroenmelisse, dragon, artis-
jok, komkommerkruid, kardoen, roomse kamille, loopkamille, 
echte chicorei, citroenverbena, zeekool, bronsvenkel, tijm, 
ananassalie, breedbladige salie, salie, purperen salie, spinazi-
ezuring, hertshoornweegbree, valeriaan, bonekruid, kleine 
pimpernel, pastinaak, … (onvolledige lijst)

herbspiral / medicinal plants
so-on edible forest rooftop garden - brussels
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herbarium:

teas, herbs
and other 
homemade goodies
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Fagopyrum esculentum (Polygonaceae)
boekweit - buckwheat , okno rooftop garden
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mix herbal tea 01
rosemary, brambles, lavender, dried apple, angelica

mix herbal tea 02 
origanum majorana,  thym, fennel, basil, chamomile matricaria
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Kruidenthee/infuus

Je giet best geen kokend water over je kruiden. Maar al te vaak heb je 
nl. de ontsmettende etherische oliën uit de kruiden in kwestie nodig, 
en die verdampen dan gewoon... zodat er in je kopje niet veel meer zit. 
De beste manier om kruidenthee te zetten is het water laten koken en 
het dan even te laten staan (de Chinezen noemen dit “het leven terug in 
het water laten komen”) totdat het wat afgekoeld is. Dan pas giet je het 
over de kruiden. Ook als je thee zet voor niet-medicinaal gebruik, zal je 
merken dat deze bereidingswijze de smaak ten goede komt.

Dezelfde regel geldt trouwens voor het toevoegen van honing aan je 
thee. Alle actieve enzymen en ook veel mineralen die de honing juist zo 
gezond maken, houden het voor bekeken bij temperaturen boven de 
40°C. Voeg de honing dus pas toe als het theewater afgekoeld is. Spijtig 
genoeg is er in België (in tegenstelling tot vb. Duitsland en Frankrijk) 
geen controle op de honingproductie. Dat wil zeggen dat er veel gesjo-
emel (toevoeging van suiker) en risicoʼ’s (honing gemaakt met de nectar 
van giftige planten is óók giftig!) aan vasthangen. Als je zelf geen be-
trouwbare imker kent (of bent), kun je best biologische honing kopen; 
de enige honing die in België wél streng gecontroleerd wordt. Andere 
voordelen die aan biohoning vasthangen, zijn o.a. dat de honing altijd 
koudgeslingerd is (enkel acaciahoning is van nature zeer vloeibaar; als 
je andere vloeibare honingsoorten vindt, weet je dat ze warmgeslingerd 
zijn, waardoor ze hun enzymen en mineralen grotendeels kwijt zijn), dat 
de honing afkomstig is uit een ongerept natuurgebied (natuurreservat-
en, regenwouden,...), dat er geen restanten van antibiotica in het eind-
product te vinden zijn, en dat de bijen overwinteren op eigen honing en 
niet op suiker. De honing van de wereldwinkel wordt ook gecontroleerd 
volgens strenge standaarden.
Hoeveel kruiden gebruik je nu voor een kopje kruidenthee en hoe lang 
laat je de thee trekken?
De stelregel is: per kopje thee gebruik je één koffielepel kruiden. Ver-
schillende onderdelen van planten kunnen worden gebruikt:

    * kruid (herba): alles wat boven de grond groeit, vb. Sint-Janskruid

    * blad (folium): vb. citroenmelisse
    * bloe(se)m (flores): vb. goudsbloem, meidoornbloesem
    * vrucht (fructus): de hele vrucht wordt gebruikt, vb. rozenbottel
    * bes (bacca): vb. bosbes
    * zaad (semina): vb. anijs
    * schors (cortex): vb. wilgenbast
    * wortel (radix): vb. valeriaan, zoethout
    * wortelstok (rhizoma): vb. gember
    * thallus (= het lichaam van primitieve planten, zoals mossen, wieren 
en korstmossen, dat geen stengels of bladeren heeft), vb. IJslands mos

Verder worden ook nog kegels of “appels” van vb. den of spar gebruikt, 
stengels (vb. asperge), bolster (vb. walnoot), bollen (vb. knoflook, ui), 
stelen (vb. kers), baard (vb. van maïs), peulen (vb. boon, senna) of de 
hele plant (vb. maretak, zonnedauw) gebruikt.

De algemene regel is:
Gebruik 1 bol gevulde koffielepel als het om groene plantdelen of bloe-
men gaat, een gewoon gevulde bij houterige delen (vb. bast) en een 
hol gevulde koffielepel voor zaden. Hou er ook rekening mee dat je van 
gedroogde kruiden ook altijd een kleinere hoeveelheid nodig hebt dan 
van verse kruiden.

Groene plantdelen hebben vaak genoeg aan 7 minuten trekken; meer 
houterige delen hebben vaak 15 tot 20 minuten nodig. Zeef de thee ook 
grondig nadat je hem gezet hebt. Soms kan het helemaal geen kwaad 
dat je het kruid mee opdrinkt (vb. brandnetel); maar andere plantdelen 
(vb. rozenbottels) hebben fijne haartjes die je slokdarm kunnen irriteren 
door de kleine weerhaakjes die eraan vasthangen. Belangrijk is om de 
vloeistof even in de mond te houden alvorens te slikken; een deel van 
de actieve stoffen komt dan via de slijmstoffen in de mond al sneller in 
het bloed terecht, terwijl de rest eerst langs het hele maag-darmkanaal 
moet passeren.

http://www.kruidencursus.com/kruidentips.htm
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Tea Berbere - Moroccan tea

Preparation : 7 mn

- Green Tea with (pepper)Mint
- Verbena 
- 2 small dried rosebuds
- 3 cardamom pods
- 1 star aniseed
- honey
- 1 liter of water

Warm a filtered teapot. Place the Green Tea with Mint inside 
and pour over a little boiling water. Add all the ingredients in 
order.
Fill the teapot with about 750ml of water.
Add honey to taste.
Infuse for 3 minutes, then pour into a glass. Pour back into the 
teapot (twice) to ensure that all the flavours are well mixed.

mentha, mint, munt
close up of the flowers
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a walk through Korcula island, in 
search for edible wild plants

First the most common species of wild edible plants in the 
area were identified. This resulted in an overview of the wild 
edible plants overlapping with Brussels, Kravin and Breda spe-
cies. 
There was also research on specific plant-linked stories, tradi-
tional knowledge and heritage. 
During a walk through the inland Sani Sardelic of the local 
museum, talked about local wild plants recipes linked to the 
food served on the Last Supper of Christ, an annually revived 
habit by some local fraternities. Also the medicinal qualities 
of plants were discussed.

We research if we can mimic in our Brussels’ 
rooftop garden natural local habitats from 
Korcula:  scattered rocks, rubble, dead wood 
and a more diverse vegetation.
We study species of plants that are adapted 
to shallow substrates and extreme tempera-
ture and moisture conditions. 
Barren ecosystems often bear the same char-
acteristics as rooftop gardens, and therefore 
can be useful natural models for green roofs.

Wild sage along the road track in Korcula Island.
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Visiting a local beekeeper he pointed out some of the island’s 
melliferous mediterrenean plants: erica arborea (tree heath), 
erica lusitania (portuguese heath), mentha piperita (pepper-
mint), echium plantagineum (purple viper’s bugloss), salvia 
officinalis (sauge), rosmarinus officinalis (rosemary), thymus 
officinalis (common thyme), hedera helix (ivy), subspecies po-
etarum Nyman (balkans).

Wild Edible Herbs 

The view on the natural edible herbs has been changing and today it 
could be called fashionable, even fancy food, not every day food or the 
food for the poor. 
In this inverted view there is a further reason why special notice should 
be taken of this kind of herbs, having in mind that the placement of a 
potential virtual herbarium couldnʼ’t suffice for the purpose.  
This collection should serve to keep and transfer the knowledge about 
identifying and collecting herbs, developing the consciousness about 
the importance of the preservation of ecological purity and biological 
diversity. 
Exhibiting this has had the purpose of pointing to the role of the artist in 
the preservation of heritage and the strengthening of the social aware-
ness as well as the individual responsibility. 
Food has been considered to be a medium through which we can com-
municate the many aspects of the preservation of heritage.

... (to be continued)

Sani Sardelic
Gradski muzej Korcula 

Beehives in Korcula Island. The main honey source is sage.
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Herbarium, autumn harvest of  the medicinal plants of the herb spiral in the rooftop gar-
den. The dried herbs will serve for tea-mixes and kitchen use.

so-on  rooftop - brussels



Seedbank of Gilbert Cardon. le potager des fraternités ouvrières, Mouscron.
A life-long work of seed harvesting in the own permaculture garden. Gilbert organises 

workshops/talks every first and third sunday of the month, everybody is welcome to 
share in his knowledge of permaculture and companionplanting.
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Pinhole camera pictures - workshop Being WilliDepp, PAF - St. Erme, France
researching still life photography.
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There is a place, 
and in this place things 
are like this ...
we do things this way 
...
there are these things 
...

observa-
tions
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observations:
Navdanya - the future of food

From october 1st till october 7th 2008, I followed a workshop/residence 
at the Navdanya Farm of Vandana Shiva, in Dehradun, North India.
Participants made up a diverse mix of scientists, strategic thinkers, art-
ists, farmers and students. We discussed Genetically Modified Organ-
isms (a case study: Percy Schmeiserʼ’s war against Monsanto), Biological 
Commons, Fair Trade and the Organic Revolution.
Before and after the lectures and discussions, we practised yoga in the 
early morning, worked on the farmland in the afternoons and did some 
great collective cooking in the evening (all with organically grown prod-
ucts from the farm).
Conclusion: mix tradition with diversity. Take good things from other 
cultures, but never step away from yours!

PRINCIPLES FOR FOOD SECURITY IN TIMES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
This manifesto is an agro-ecological response to challenge posed by 
climate
change for ensuring the future of food security by mitigation, adapta-
tion and
equity, based on the following principles:

1. Industrial Globalised Agriculture Contributes to and is Vulnerable to
Climate Change.
2. Ecological and Organic Farming Contributes to Mitigation and Adap-
tation
to Climate Change.
3. Transition to Local, Sustainable Food Systems benefit the Environ-
ment and Public Health.
4. Biodiversity Reduces Vulnerability and Increases Resilience.
5. Genetically Modi?ed Seeds and Breeds: a False Solution and Danger-
ous Diversion

6. Industrial Agrofuels: A False Solution and New Threat to Food Secu-
rity
7. Water Conservation is Central to Sustainable Agriculture
8. Knowledge Transition for Climate Adaptation
9. Economic Transition Toward a Sustainable and Equitable Food Fu-
ture

further links:
The Future of Food Manifesto (Vandana Shiva)
Vandana Shiva on the Future of Food  (Vandana Shiva)
The case of Percy Schmeiser : fighting against Monsanto.

Vandana Shivaʼ’s organic farm in Dehradun, North India
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observation: 
saturday, may 16th 2009

Saturday, may 16th 2009, we installed the first bee colony 
on so-on’s rooftop. The colony consists of a starters-amount 
of 20.000 bees, most of them black city bees completed by 
a few thousand carnica bees. Over time the colony will grow 
and we installed some devices to monitor their activity and 
behaviour.
Will they visit their friends, installed in the okno-hives, some 
500 meters away? Will they mix and mingle and what will be 
the taste of the honey they’ll produce: a flavour of curry and 
lavender or will they go for the sugared city fast food: lemon-
ades and coke?
We’ll keep you posted with bee-stories over spring and sum-
mer …

For a complete picture-overview of the first and second at-
tempts of transfer and installation, check: http://thought-
sandtalks.so-on.be/photo-albums/ and click the ‘city bees al-
bum’.

In addition a contribution out of Giván Bela’s research:
“The Bee Boy’s Song by Rudyard Kipling”

BEES! Bees! Hark to your bees !
“Hide from your neighbours as much as you please,
But all that has happened, to us you must tell,
Or else we will give you no honey to sell!”

A maiden in her glory,
Upon her wedding-day,
Must tell her Bees the story,
Or else they’ll fly away.
Fly away—die away—
Dwindle down and leave you!
But if you don’t deceive your Bees,
Your Bees will not deceive you.

Marriage, birth or buryin’,
News across the seas,
All you’re sad or merry in,
You must tell the Bees.
Tell ’em coming in an’ out,
Where the Fanners fan,
’Cause the Bees are just about
As curious as a man!

Don’t you wait where trees are,
When the lightnings play,
Nor don’t you hate where Bees are,
Or else they’ll pine away.
Pine away—dwine away—
Anything to leave you!
But if you never grieve your Bees,
Your Bees ’ll never grieve you.
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observation: 
sunday, july 5th 2009

Snapshot of the birth of 2 bees in the so-on hive. Most of the 
cells are closed and contain pupa’s to be born soon. Open 
cells contain pollen and honey to feed the larvae.

Within the central brood nest, a single frame of comb will 
typically have a central disk of eggs, larvae and sealed brood 
cells which may extend almost to the edges of the frame. Im-
mediately above the brood patch an arch of pollen-filled cells 
extends from side to side, and above that again a broader 
arch of honey-filled cells extends to the frame tops. The pol-
len is protein-rich food for developing larvae, while honey 
is also food but largely energy rich rather than protein rich. 
The nurse bees which care for the developing brood secrete 
a special food called ‘royal jelly’ after feeding themselves on 
honey and pollen. The amount of royal jelly which is fed to a 
larva determines whether it will develop into a worker bee or 
a queen.
Female worker bees :
Almost all the bees in a hive are female worker bees. At the 
height of summer when activity in the hive is frantic and work 
goes on non-stop, the life of a worker bee may be as short as 
6 weeks; in late autumn, when no brood is being raised and no 
nectar is being harvested, a young bee may live for 16 weeks, 
right through the winter. During its life a worker bee performs 
different work functions in the hive which are largely dictated 
by the age of the bee.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beekeeping

 The birth of a bee, broodcomb.
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observation:
saturday january 23rd 2010

Beekeeping in the low countries.

Flanders 1500’s. The hives were tall straw skeps with a flight 
entrance well above the base. The skeps were housed in a 
thatched shelter near the farm buildings. Pigs and poultry 
were kept near the hives. Women, children and men were in-
volved in beekeeping activities and all wore protective cloth-
ing. Similar hives were used up to the 1900’s. 

The world history of beekeeping, by Eva Crane

A Flemish beekeeping scene, by Pieter Breughel the Elder, 1565.
It has been suggested that the men might be stealing the hives.
Meanwhile, wintertime 2010 on a Brussels rooftop garden.
Letʼ’s hope the colonies survive!
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observation:
sunday, february 7th 2010

Snowy days are over, the bees are flying out again and we 
started with the preparations for the built-up of the rooftop-
garden. 
An edible garden. 300m2 on the 6th floor -on top of a parkin-
glot- in the center of the city. 
A natural environment built-up in an artificial way, a semi-
controlled ecosystem, a shelter for birds and bees, an experi-
mental zone for urban agriculture.

Trees, schrubs and vergetables will be put together in differ-
ent layers so that they work harmoniously in relation to each 
other and to their environment. 
The rooftop offers a microclimate which is ideal for permacul-
ture approaches. All trees, tall and small shrubs and other 
plants have edible berries. Land, animals and people, light 
and shade are taken into account. 
All materials used are selected on their cradle to cradle as-
pects and their sustainability. We also take mobility of the ele-
ments into account to calculate the carbon footprint. 
Waterharvesting and green energy are at the basis of the sys-
tem, and the selection of plants is chosen to be beneficial as 
well for the people as for the bees and the birds.

designs for an edible forest rooftop garden.
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Chlorociboria aeruginascens (Helotiaceae), gewone kopergroen bekerzwam >1cm.
Grows on dead wood of deciduous trees, here in Kravín, Hranicé - Czech Republic.

observation:
monday, august 30th 2010

I am in Kravín, Czech Republic, for the Letne Dielne work-
shops. The location is great, and in the surroundings there 
are a lot of woods and meadows full of wild flowers.
A lot of them are good honey flowers, and some of them over-
lap with our list of the wild flowers growing on the rooftop 
gardens in Brussels.

A lkot of Cichorium intybus (Asteraceae), wilde cichorei - com-
mon chicory. Lactuca serriola (Asteaceae), kompassla - prickly 
lettuce / Geranium sylvaticum (Geraniaceae), bos ooievaars-
bek - woodland geranium / a lot of different clovers, whole 
huge fields, and a lot of thistles (Cynareae).
Of course, there are a lot of bees.

The woods around Kravín are filled with mushrooms of all 
kind, from the edible Boletales (boleten) to the real dangerous 
fly Amanita (Amanitaceae), vliegenzwam.

Determination is extremely important when one sets out for 
picking mushrooms for food. The very poisonous Amenitas 
ressemble a lot of other, non dangerous mushrooms. 
In case of  doubt, it’s better to leave them.
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observation:
wednesday, october 6th 201

Open Greens research on Korcula Island, Croatia. 
First we identified the most common species of wild edible 
plants in the area. Secondly we made an overview of the ones 
that are overlapping with the edible wild plants in Brussels 
and surroundings. Thirdly, we went in search for specific 
plant-linked stories, traditional knowledge and traditional 
heritage. 
Sani Sardelic of the local museum accompanied us on a pri-
vate walk through the inlands, telling us about recipies of lo-
cal wild plants, linked to the food served on the Last Supper 
of the Christ - an habit that is annually revived by some of 
the Korcula fraternities. Medicinal qualities of plants were dis-
cussed, and furtheron we visited a local beekeeper with 80 
hives, Carnica bees and wonderful salvia/sauge honey.

On the island are lots of melliferous mediterrenean plants, as 
erica arborea (tree heath), erica lusitania (portuguese heath), 
wild mentha (mint), echium plantagineum (purple viper’s bu-
gloss), salvia officinalis (sauge), rosmarinus officinalis (rose-
mary), thymus officinalis (common thyme) and more … Es-
pecially the hedera helix (ivy), subspecies poetarum Nyman 
(balkans) is fully blossoming these days and is an important 
provider of winterpollen for the bees.

For now, all this information is archived in our mental data-
base, and we are spinning on some experimental setups to 
link clocks, wind and time with longterm monitoring of sev-
eral Open Greens.

satureja montana (Lamiaceae), bonenkruid - satureja. Korcula (Hr), october 2010.
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observation:
friday, october 8th, 

I went to look for mushrooms at the Jardin Experimental Mas-
sart, one of the the fieldworkspaces of the biology depart-
ment of the free university of Brussels (ULB).
On my way over there, I was thinking about one of the 20th 
century pioneer-experimental artists: John Cage.
John Cage was not only a major figure of the musical avant-
garde but also an avid mycologist, collector and consumer of 
mushrooms. His knowledge of the fungal world was legend-
ary.

Indeterminacy was a lecture/performance work in which Cage 
recited a series of one minute stories and anecdotes in no 
particular order. Many of these stories related to his love of 
mushrooms and his experiences of collecting and studying 
them.

In the experimental garden/forest, I picked some of the mush-
rooms to study them in my studio. 

Following movie gives random impressions of the research 
of the species under the microscope, accompanied by an ex-
cerpt of Indeterminacy, read by Cage.

http://padma.okno.be/Vhqxb16m/info

Jardin experimental Massart in Brussels - Auderghem, october 2010
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observation:
sunday, october 10th 2010

Just a perfect day. Indian summer. The bees bring in pollen 
in abundancy. I just discovered the immense ivy covering the 
whole wall of la Bellone. Winterfood for my bees.

Today I started to note down the inside hive t° every hour, and 
compared it to the outside t° and the outside humidity.
In the sun, reading Indeterminacy. Cage was a well-known 
mycologist. Crazy about fungi. Short stories and mesostics 
about mushrooms. And later in the afternoon I met Thoreau. 
Walden & the civil disobedience. Wild is exiting, he says. And 
tame is dull.
Writing the wilderness. Can a poem give expression to na-
ture?
Later, before sunset, cleaned out the rotten tomatoes but took 
their seeds for next year… and sown some winter lettuce in 
the cold greenhouse. The olives are slowly ripening and the 
figues are big and sweet.

The day and night of 2010/10/10 I did some measurements 
inside and outside hive#01. On the document you can see 
that the in- and outside t° are running up- and down on a pro-
portional basis.
The t° sensor was placed at the outer inside of the hive, not 
in the broodnest itself. On saturday, october 16th, I expand-

ed the observation by adding a digital thermometer to the 
hive#03, which is situated next to hive#01. I put the sensor 
in both hives in the broodnest itself. The average outside t° is 
much colder yet, at night the t° often falls down towards 4°.
I noticed the immediate rise of inside-hive t°, now that the 
sensor is in the center of the broodnest.
In daytime (no immediate sun) the hive t° was rising till 36°, at 
night the t° fell down to 23°. There is a difference of ± 3° in the 
average inside hive t° of hive#01 (less) and hive@02 (more). I 
don’t know (but should find out) if this t° difference is due to 
the (still) high varroa contamination of hive#01, even after 2 
treatments with Thymovar.
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eekhoorntjesbrood
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observation:
sunday, october 10th 2010

Tagine recipies with vegetables from the season - some of them straight 
from our city rooftop garden:

take 2 tagine cookers, a 31cm one and a 25cm one. Soak them for some 
moments in water.
Ingredients for the smallest tagine pot, in chronological order: virgin 
olive oil, ginger powder, cardemom pods, sliced onions, sliced parsnip, 
potatoes, pepper, seasalt, thyme and suffuse with a little bit of water. 
Turn the fire low, check the moistness regularly.

Put following ingredients in chronological order in the bigger pot : vir-
gin olive oil, freshly picked sage (whole twigs), thyme, seasalt and black 
pepper, sliced onions, garden beans, 10 garlic cloves, 10 fresh dates, 
homemade honey, brussels sprouts, beetroot and suffuse with a bit of 
water. 
Turn the fire low and stir once in a while.
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observation:
thursday october 14th 2010

Macro images are an abstraction of nature,
a dissection of nature.

This point of view links nature to other facts, features, figues.

We can compare macro images to very large sky-views of the 
earth, taken from helicopters.

We can draw similarities in tracks and traces.

We will redraw the maps of the gardens, and cover those new 
maps with structures cropped out of macro images.
We will give the gardenmaps a new, second skin.
We will build 3D maquettes with the new elements.

macro capture of a fig-fruit (inside)
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observation:
sunday, October 17th, 2010

biodetective honeybees and air 
quality

German airports use “Biodetective” honeybees to monitor air quality. 
Environmental monitoring has come a long way since the proverbial ca-
nary in the coal mine. Now we use bees. 
Airports in Germany are using honeybees as “biodetectives,” regularly 
testing their honey for a suite of pollutants, the New York Timesreports. 
This yearʼ’s first tests were conducted in early June at Düsseldorf Inter-
national Airport, and the bees got a clean bill of health. 
That means the air was clean, too. Members of a local beekeepersʼ’ group 
keep the bees, and the honey, “Düsseldorf Natural,” is bottled and given 
away as gifts, the Times says. 
About 200,000 bees are involved in the Düsseldorf program; seven oth-
er German airports also work with bees.

A German lab tests honey samples twice a year and looks for com-
pounds like hydrocarbons and heavy metals. The latest tests showed 
the beesʼ’ honey was comparable to honey produced in areas with no 
industrial activity. 
Airplane, taxi, bus and car emissions — as well as local industry — con-
tribute to poor air quality around airports, the Times reports. Airport 
officials say the industry has made progress reducing pollution, but the 
Times quotes two studies that suggest particulates can be a problem.
The Environmental Protection Agency financed an airport air-quality 
study set to be released soon, and one of the lead researchers says fine 
ultra-fine particles and lead are a potential public health concern. 

Bees are one way to track those toxins because their honey would have 
telltale signs of pollution. If they use nectar from flowers produced by 
toxin-exposed plants, that would show up in the honey.

The Times quotes one honeybee expert who said the work seems prom-
ising, if inconclusive: “We all believe it can be done, but translating the 
results into real-world solutions or answers may be a little premature,” 
says Jamie Ellis, assistant professor of entomology at the Honey Bee Re-
search and Extension Laboratory, University of Florida-Gainesville.

Other experts caution that bee-monitoring should not replace tradi-
tional monitoring systems.
But at the very least, the work is a simple way for the public to under-
stand the effects of pollution.

[New York Times, by Rebecca Boyle]
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observation:
saturday november 6th, 2010

fig tree observation
from 
8:15am  till  7:00pm,
every hour

fig tree observation: november 6, 2010
from 8:15am  till  7:00pm, every hour
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bringing
in
the 
bees

Guard bee, protecting the hive  (Apis mellifera carnica)
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This section brings in Bees as an 
organising principle, or meta-
phor for the various places and 
kinds of work entering into the 
project. 

However, in the next section, a 
slightly micro view of the activi-
ties of bees and humans is con-
tinued ...

Young bees, waiting for their first flight on a sunny afternoon,
ready to discover the world outside of the hive.
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Written in Room 43, National Gal-
lery London on 9 December 2010, 
16.45 – 19.45.

A spectre is haunting Europe – the spectre of debt slaves refusing to 
pay. All the powers within Europe have entered into a holy alliance to 
regenerate a failing economy, to realise a lethal dream of returning to 
business as usual, and to level the education and culture, to transform 
the educational and cultural sectors into a consumer society success 
story.

Their dream is of an education system in which education means ob-
taining skills to sell in the marketplace, to produce research to make 
the country competitive in the global market. This vandalism of arts and 
humanities in this country is produces a new definition of knowledge, 
defined as that which an individual can bring to the economy. Where is 
the space given over by the architects of this extreme-make-over for 
those who have ideas and habits different to those favoured by the holy 
alliance? Where is the space given over to those who believe universities 
have a role in thinking and reflecting upon life, and what life can be?

If you listen carefully, all that moaning, the sound that can be heard just 
behind the drone of everyday life, cars and the slurping of lattes, has 
become a little more urgent: a humming of dissatisfaction becomes dis-
sent. The Holy Alliance fears that this noise has become a song on the 
lips of all?

Those who have demanded a space apart from this extreme-make-over 
have been painted and considered a dangerous spoilers or parasites?

Three things need to be said about all this and the existence of the no-
madic hive:

I. A nomadic hive is an aesthetic practice, not just a means of survival 
but an aesthetic mode of existence that proceeds through producing 
networks, means of communications, protest, relations and assemblag-
es: collective machines and situations for thinking and acting.
II. A nomadic hive has a queen (or two or more). The sole role of the 
queen is to facilitate the reproduction and maintenance of the hive. If 
the queen becomes more than a facilitator she must be killed.

III. The nomadic hive must declare its aims, way of life and values, to 
meet this nursery tale of the Holy Alliance that leads to nothing but debt 
slavery.

A manifesto has to be written.

1. The hive redefines public space. The hive reclaims public space and 
public spaces in private ownership (museums, shopping malls, streets).

2. Wherever the hive camps is our home.

3. Movement is imperative – keep moving – to move or stay is our deci-
sion, our decision to move or stay is our right.

4. The practice of questioning and critique is central to our movement 
and this questioning goes beyond the discursive.

5. The hive has a commitment to dissemination of information.

6. The movement is an emotional journey – involving thinking and af-
fects.
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7. The hive claims the right to happiness and rejects life as a debt slave 
until death.

8. The hive recognises the struggle for happiness is an international 
struggle.

9. The hive is a catalyst for change and for difference; it is a spark of 
light produced by the movement of the hive. The spark of light illumi-
nates a situation for others.

10. This spark of light, the art of the hive is produced in and presented 
within the spaces and situations of everyday life and not just in special-
ist institutions.

11. The movement of the hive expands beyond education, beyond the 
universities, the students and lecturers.

12. The hive does not preserve the status quo.

13.The hive does not oppose individualism to the collective.

14. The hive does not make anything for sale, the hive does not make 
ʻ‘worksʼ’ for he market. The hive aims to change how the art world oper-
ates.

15. The hive is fluid and reassesses itself.

16. The hive speaks – act now!

17. The hive is open on all levels. The hive needs open access at all times 
for the purposes of exchange, it is interactive and interdependent.

18. The hive actualises the power we have now.

19. The hive agrees to disagree and use disagreement as a platform an 
starting point for action.

20. The hive addresses the problem of pedagogy.

21. The hive does not patronise, but it brings its art to the people.

22. The hive is not a meritocracy but a passionocracy: a passionocracy 
of skills, values and intentions.

23. What can we do – actions in public and private space to grow the 
hive.

24. The internet is a hive – through the internet the hive can cut out the 
middle man of the mass media corporations.

25. The hive is viral and online but the hive is an embodied practice – it 
exists in the spaces we occupy and the way we relate to space and oth-
ers in space.

26. The hive exists in opposition to prevailing circumstances. In this, the 
hive produces a political imaginary – an affirmation of what we can do.

27. The hive has a honey pump, like Beuyʼ’s honey pump, for energy 
production.

28. The honey pump powers different forms of communication – songs, 
talk, noise.

29. The hive knows how to get things done, individually and collec-
tively.

30. The audience for the songs, talk and noise of the hive is everybody 
– how we communicate is important.

31. We communicate through language but also without using language, 
by dancing and pheromones

32. Trust in the hive. And for people to trust in the hive there must be 
trust within the hive.

33. The hive reaffirms solidarity with all occupiers, with all taking action 
on the streets with all public sector workers, all workers, and all involved 
in labour that produced the social (students, carers, school children).
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34. We oppose the methods that oppress our collective movement.

35. The manifesto of nomadic hive is in constant development.

36. The manifesto is drafted through action.

37. The hive works together, stings and makes honey.

38. The hive stings but does not die.

The Hive 9/12/2010

This was written by basak ertur. Posted on Saturday, December 11, 
2010, at 11:46 am. Filed under Announcement, Manifesto, Poetry, Radi-
cal Politics.

http://www.criticallegalthinking.com/?p=998

okno, summer 2009. Les Black Bees sont arrivées!
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The Bee Observatories in the Open-
Green-project transforms 2 roof-
top gardens located in the center of 
Brussels at about half a kilometer 
distance from each other into com-
municating vessels. 

Several hives with both carnica and 
buckfast bees were installed in the 
gardens. The bees manage to bridge 
the spatial distance and associate the 
locations by going about their busi-
ness and natural processes within 
their individual but overlapping ter-
ritories. 

city honeybees
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The presence and the activities of the 
bee colonies interconnect the gar-
dens. The emerging inter-space can 
be perceived as place of encounters 
and neighborhood.
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Following pictures show a season of Urban Beekeeping. 
They let you get familiar with the 5 beehives of the OpenGreen 
apiaries that are located in 2 rooftop gardens of the Brussels 
city center: the wildflower garden of OKNO and the edible for-
est rooftop garden of SO-ON. 

Footage covers foraging and swarming of the bees, as well as 
the topic ‘bees as architects’ - which will be the main topic of 
our bee-observation and research over the coming month or 
probably years.

Observing and monitoring the activities of the hives coupled 
with ongoing documentation of each individual hive as well 
as the interaction between the different colonies will be per-
formed. Information can be obtained from bee hives through 
visually observing, by listening or smelling. 

Changes of the hives can be monitored in terms of weight, 
size or outside/inside temperature of the habitation/colony 
and via the honey amount or quality. 
This data has abundant information value, but can also be 
used and made available in a more indirect/symbolic way. 

A translation of the signals/data into something publicly ac-
cessible is intended. Direct “public moments” on the rooftop 
gardens in the vicinity of the hives add an interactive facet.

Worker bees ʻ‘hanging outʼ’ on a warm afternoon, waiting for useful information coming 
in about foodsources and other interesting places.
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A colony of bees consists of some forty thousend to eighty 
thousand individuals, corresponding in numbers of inhabit-
ants of a modest town.
The mass of the population is made up of worker bees, all of 
them are sisters and half-sisters, all daughters of the queen 
who is only egg-laying female in the colony.

The female workers differ from the Queen by the absence of 
properly developed ovaries, and by the possession of special 
organs for specific functions. 
Their hind legs are equipped with brushes and baskets for the 
collection and transport of pollen. Their tongues are longer 
than the queens’ one, and they enable them to reach the nec-
tar at the bottom of deep-cupped flowers.
They possess glands at the ventral side of their abdomen that 
secrete wax for the building of combs.

In spring and summer, the colony contains males -the drones- 
which are bigger than the worker bees. Their only function is 
mating with the queen on her nuptial flight.
Once this is over, they are stung to dead by the worker bees 
in the famous ‘battle of the drones’, or they are driven away 
and left to die of hunger.

The workers practise a system of division of labour. Their oc-
cupations change with age. By the end of their life -after about 
6 weeks for a summer bee-  they have performed every kind 
of work that has to be done in a hive.

City Honeybees : the bee community The first half of their life, they are busy with domestic duties; 
we call them the ‘home bees’. They tend and feed the brood, 
build new comb or they guard the entry of the hive and pro-
tect it from intruders.
The second half of their life the bees become outside workers. 
The new tasks are performed with highly efficient organiza-
tion of labor. 

The scout-bees fly out to search for food sources rich in nec-
tar and pollen. Their working area can cover up to a radius of 
3 km from the location of the hive. They inform their mates 
at what distance and in what direction these sources of food 
are to be found by dancing on the combs. The intensity of the 
dance indicates the richness of the food source, and the scout 
is followed by a group of workers related to the  potential 
yield of the source.

The bee communities multiply by swarming. One part of the 
population of the hive moves with the old queen and founds a 
new colony. The other half of the population stays in the old 
hive, with a new queen.
To raise new queens the workers build appropriate cells called 
queen cells. Shortly before the first of the new queens emerg-
es from her cell, the old queen leaves the hive accompanied 
by half of the community.

The swarming bees settle around the queen in a large cluster. 
Scout bees are busy looking after a suitable nesting site. They 
inform the waiting swarm in bees’ language -by dancing on its 
surface- in what direction and at what distance the new home 
is to be found. All age groups of bees are represented in a 
swarm, so there will be no shortage of building labor.



The bees at okno on a warm midsummer day. The pollen is coming in in abundancy.
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observation:
hives 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5

research of time patterns in the colony
queen / laying eggs from east to west over a day, following 
the sun

the bee as sun-loving animal

bee-world:
complexity of oppositions
-> morphology of the cells
perfect worker cells, freeform queen cell (pictures)

plant + bees = 1 process (botanica and animal life)

cultural entymology
cyborg entymology
bees in science fiction
robotic bees, computer science

social insects

bee as a political metaphore (Josep Beuys, Swiss clockmak-
ers)

apiscult (sacred insect bridging the natural world to the un-
derworld) -- thoughtsandtalks / melissa the bee

the gendered bee, females

Fanning, ventilating and cooling down the hive. The wing go up and down so fast that 
one cannot see them anymore. Theyʼ’re vaporating the water in the cell-stored honey.
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In the bee-world we find a complexity of oppositions: the morphology of a freeform 
queen cell (lower left corner)

compared to the perfect hexagon worker cells.
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Open Greens Research #05
Brussels - OpenGreen so-on, October 2010
A close look at the beehives 1, 2 and 3 
on friday october 29th.

Noon. The t° is suddenly raising to 17.5°. The foraging bees 
leave the hive and return with pollen. They are very agitated. 
Young worker bees make their first flights. All the bees’ ac-
tion is provocated by the appearance of the sun and by the 
warmth of the sun. Bees are sun-loving animals and they adore 
warmth.

In 1977, Joseph Beuys created a monumental installation for 
documenta 6 in Kassel, Germany. Entitled Honeypump in the 
Workplace, it pumped two tons of honey through plastic tub-
ing, using motors lubricated with over 200 pounds of mar-
garine. Honeypump was the embodiment of Beuys’ idea that 
energy (in this case, honey) and heat (generated by the ma-
chine’s motion) are symbolically connected to the notion of 
social sculpture.

Beuys often cited energy and warmth as important concepts 
in his sculpture. The two are closely connected physical phe-
nomena--heat is in fact a kind of energy and is often produced 
in tandem with other kinds of energy, such as light and mo-
tion. But for Beuys they also were powerful metaphors sug-
gestive of the transformation, both spiritual and physical, that 
he felt contemporary culture needed to undergo.

http://www.walkerart.org/
archive/4/9C4311B2C56C80996167.htm

Buckfast bees, a hybrid selected by Brother Adam. Here they are constructing comb in 
freestyle, perfect hexagonal cells in bright white wax. July 2009.
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In the spring of 2009, we started our beekeeping with a colo-
ny of Buckfast bees, which are very popular among beekeep-
ers for their gentle character and they are available from bee 
breeders in several parts of the world. 
Most of their qualities are very favorable. Their main drawback 
is that they are very liberal in their application of propolis to 
inner surfaces of their hives, thus acting to defeat one of the 
main purposes of the modern beehive — that combs should 
be easily removable for inspection.
Our buckfast bees originated from a swarm. Till today, they 
are still alive and kicking.

Our second colony was one of native European dark bees. 
They can be distinguished from other subspecies by their 
stocky body, abundant thoracal and sparse abdominal hair 
which is brown, and overall dark coloration; in nigra, there is 
also heavy dark pigmentation of the wings. 
Overall, when viewed from a distance, they should appear 
blackish, or in mellifera, rich dark brown. 
For breeding pure dark bees according to the standard, de-
tails of the wing veins are nowadays considered to be the only 
reliable distinguishing character.
We provided the black bees at a bee-brreder’s place in june 
2009. They had a real pedigree, but aniway, they died (prob-
ably from ruhr) in the winter of 2010.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckfast_bee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_dark_bee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carniolan_honey_bee

Bees as agents - to discover multiple OpenGreens layers.
Visualize these observations in blender, nodebox, processing 
or jitter.

Bees as agents
- in their foraging area
- inside of the hive, as architects



The black bees infected by roer - some kind of nosema (intestinal) disease.
The nuclues of bees is dead. None of the beekeepers I was asking about this disease 

could give me a real answer, and even on the internet there is no information on roer.
Itʼ’s only mentioned shortly in relation to nosema. February 2010.



This are the new-bees, that we bought to replace the dead black bees. The new colony  
are Apis Mellifera Carnica, and we purchased them at Dr. Ghyslain in Kortemark, West 

Flanders. The bees are forthcoming from a swarm of 2009.
March 2010.
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city honeybees - birth of a honeybee
so-on rooftop, Brussels - Belgium, June 2009

Snapshot of the birth of 2 bees in the so-on hive. Most of the 
cells are closed and contain pupa’s to be born soon. Open 
cells contain pollen and honey to feed the larvae.

The Buckfast bee is popular among beekeepers and is available from 
bee breeders in several parts of the world. Most of their qualities are 
very favorable. They are extremely gentle. Their main drawback is that 
they are very liberal in their application of propolis to inner surfaces of 
their hives, thus acting to defeat one of the main purposes of the mod-
ern beehive — that combs should be easily removable for inspection.

Within the central brood nest, a single frame of comb will typically have 
a central disk of eggs, larvae and sealed brood cells which may extend 
almost to the edges of the frame. Immediately above the brood patch 
an arch of pollen-filled cells extends from side to side, and above that 
again a broader arch of honey-filled cells extends to the frame tops. 

The pollen is protein-rich food for developing larvae, while honey is also 
food but largely energy rich rather than protein rich. The nurse bees 
which care for the developing brood secrete a special food called ‘royal 
jelly’ after feeding themselves on honey and pollen. The amount of royal 
jelly which is fed to a larva determines whether it will develop into a 
worker bee or a queen.

Almost all the bees in a hive are female worker bees. At the height of 
summer when activity in the hive is frantic and work goes on non-stop, 
the life of a worker bee may be as short as 6 weeks; in late autumn, when 
no brood is being raised and no nectar is being harvested, a young bee 
may live for 16 weeks, right through the winter. During its life a worker 
bee performs different work functions in the hive which are largely dic-

padma.okno.be : bee stories tated by the age of the bee.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beekeeping 

Buzzing bees, I hear them but don’t see them move, sound comes from 
an invisible background or surrounding.
Brown yellowish colored bee brood nest with nicely ordered 6-angular 
formations. horizontal lines go slightly down left to right. 300 bee cells, 
more or less, half of them are filled with white-yellowish stuff, more or 
less 30 of them are translucent, a few are dark brown, in some of them 
something moves. In a center one, in the lower part of the image a bee 
crawls out of its hole. A second one, on the left of the first one, is moving 
but staying in its hole.

There are an estimated 300 cells we can see. Most of these are sealed, 
about a hundred are open. Through it we see other cells. Two of the cells 
hold bees which come out.
There is a constant sound of buzzing bees.

The one bee is coming out of its hole, it takes like 15 seconds. It starts 
crawling around. The second bee is just moving its antenna’s.
The one active bee crawls around, goes a few steps to the right, turns to 
upwards, and goes further to the left till it hits the image frame border 
and leaves the scene.
Same sound of buzzing bees, the left over bee is moving its antenna’s in 
its hole. The second bee now escapes from its hole, it takes 31 seconds.

The bee is now walking to the right side of the image, it walks as if  it 
has difficulties, as if the surface of it is walking on is sticky.
Still a bee buzzing sound. The crawling bee takes a turn to its right, it 
is going down the image with a hesitating pace, makes one stop, looks 
around, till it leaves the image.

The first bee that appeared and left walks in the image again, (of course 
it can be another bee, but that would make no sense) it walks in at the 
very same spot it walked out, it goes up the image to leave the scene 
again in the middle of the upper border of the image.

http://padma.okno.be/
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city honeybees - kempische hive swarming
okno rooftop - Brussels, May 2010

The second week of may the Kempische Hive at Okno -the 
one with the Carnica bees- started to swarm. This was rather 
unforeseen, our plan was to catch a possible swarm early june 
and put it in the new TopBarHive we constructed earlier that 
year. The TopBarHive should be enhanced with all kinds of 
sensortechnology to monitor the bees.

But the bees ran on their own schedule, and we had no other 
choice than follow. The experience of catching a first swarm 
was rather strong and emotional. As everything happened at 
once, I did not have a pro-camera with me, so I recorded the 
process with my photo-camera and with my mobile phone 
camera.

http://padma.okno.be/

Encountering a bee swarm for the first time can be alarming. However, 
swarms are typically benign, the individual bees are filled with honey, 
the swarm has no hive to defend and is focused on their task of finding 
a new location.

Swarming is the natural means of reproduction of honeybee colonies. 
A new honeybee colony is formed when the queen bee leaves the colony 
with a large group of worker bees, a process called swarming. In the 
prime swarm, about 60% of the worker bees leave the original hive loca-
tion with the old queen. 
This swarm can contain thousands to tens of thousands of bees. Swarm-
ing is mainly a spring phenomenon, usually within a two- or three-week 
period, but occasional swarms can happen throughout the producing 
season.
Secondary afterswarms may happen but are rare. Afterswarms are usu-
ally smaller and are accompanied by one or more virgin queens. Some-
times a beehive will swarm in succession until it is almost totally de-
pleted of workers.

Entomologists consider the colony as a superorganism. An individual 
bee without a colony cannot survive for long. The colony also needs a 
certain colony size to reproduce. In the process of swarming the original 
single colony reproduces to two and sometimes more colonies.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swarming_%28honey_bee%29

city honeybees - catching the big swarm
okno rooftop, Brussels - Belgium, May 2010

In this video we catch the swarm. For me, it was a first experi-
ence with a bee-swarm. Luckily we had an experienced bee-
keeper between us. Aloys took a plastic bucket and a wooden 
stick, an in a gentle way he ‘pushed’ the bees into the bucket. 
We had to repeat this several times, till all the swarming-bees, 
hanging from the little ‘connected-dome’ garden table, were 
in the bucket.

The atmosphere was very bizar. There was something in the 
air, an unexpressed tension. Bees were everywhere in the gar-
den. On every leaf, on every plant. They were dead-quiet, their 
stomachs filled with honey. But the feeling was that this be-
haviour could change in a second. A rather ‘Hitchcock-anian’ 
experience.

http://padma.okno.be

The worker bees create queen cups throughout the year. 
When the hive gets ready to swarm the queen lays eggs into the queen 
cups. New queens are raised and the hive may swarm as soon as the 
queen cells are capped and before the new virgin queens emerge from 
their queen cells. A laying queen is too heavy to fly long distances. 
Therefore, the workers will stop feeding her before the anticipated 
swarm date and the queen will stop laying eggs. Swarming creates an 



The worker bees sharing information on food sources. One bee is doing the waggle 
dance, the other bees are carefully watching.



Beekeeper on a Brusselsʼ’ rooftop.



Making sound recordings in and around the beehives.



Cells and cells, beecells and Buckminster Fuller cells. All hexagone. All strong.



Beekeepers on a Brusselsʼ’ rooftop - working with the bees.
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interruption in the brood cycle of the original colony. 
During the swarm preparation, scout bees of the swarm may already 
scout out possible new nest sites. The bee swarm makes an intermedi-
ate stop and clusters on a tree branch or other suitable location. It is in 
this temporary cluster that the final nest site is chosen.

When a honey bee swarm emerges from a hive they do not fly far at 
first. They may gather in a tree or on a branch only a few meters from 
the hive. There, they cluster around the queen and send 20 -50 scout 
bees out to find a suitable new nest locations. The scout bees are the 
most experienced foragers in the cluster. An individual scout returning 
to the cluster promotes a location she found. She uses a dance similar 
to the waggle dance to indicate direction and distance to others in the 
cluster. The more excited she is about her findings the more excited she 
dances. If she can convince other scouts to check out the location she 
found, they may take off, check out the proposed site and promote the 
site further upon their return. 
Several different sites may be promoted by different scouts at first. After 
several hours and sometimes days, slowly a favorite location emerges 
from this decision making process. When all scouts agree on a final lo-
cation the whole cluster takes off and flies to it. A swarm may fly for a 
kilometer or more to the scouted out location. 
This collective decision making process is remarkably successful in iden-
tifying the most suitable new nest site and keeping the swarm intact. 
A good nest site has to be large enough to accommodate the swarm 
(about 15 liters in volume), has to be well protected from the elements, 
receive a certain amount of warmth from the sun and be not infested 
with ants.

Swarming creates a vulnerable time in the life of honey bees. Cast swarms 
are provisioned only with the nectar or honey they carry in their stom-
achs. A swarm will starve if it does not quickly find a home and more 
nectar stores. This happens most often with early swarms that are cast 
on a warm day that is followed by cold or rainy weather in spring. 
The remnant colony after having cast one or more swarms is usually 
well provisioned with food, but the new queen can be lost or eaten by 
predators during her mating flight, or poor weather can prevent her 
mating flight. In this case the hive has no further young brood to raise 
additional queens, and it will not survive. As soon as an afterswarm 

(the second and subsequent swarms after the old queen leaves with 
the prime swarm) is established at a new location, the bees raise a new 
queen, or sometimes a replacement virgin queen is already present in 
the afterswarm.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swarming_%28honey_bee%29

city honeybees - small hive swarming
okno rooftop - Brussels, May 2010

Another hive, one that we composed out of some ‘more than 
ready’ queen cells and some hundreds of working bees of the 
original hive, was not happy with its new home. The bees de-
cided to their new home, and they assembled outside of the 
hive...
Later, they got back to their newly given home and they made 
the best out of it. After a few weeks, when the colony grow 
bigger and more stable, we donated the colony to Christina.

city honeybees - story of the bee swarms: 
carnica’s swarming twice
so-on rooftop - Brussels, June 2010

On a beautiful day early june, the carnica bees started to swarm, 
completely unexpected. No signs, no spare queen cells. They 
gathered in one of the olive trees of the rooftop garden, and 
after a few hours they formed a perfect cluster, ready to catch 
... or to fly away.

The bee communities multiply by swarming. One part of the population 
of the hive moves with the old queen and starts a new colony. The other 
half of the population stays in the old hive, with a new queen.
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compared to the per-
fect hexagon worker 

cells.
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To raise new queens the workers build appropriate cells called queen 
cells. Shortly before the first of the new queens emerges from her cell, 
the old queen leaves the hive accompanied by half of the community.

The swarming bees settle around the queen in a large cluster. Scout 
bees are busy looking after a suitable nesting site. They inform the wait-
ing swarm in beesʼ’ language -by dancing on its surface- in what direc-
tion and at what distance the new home is to be found. All age groups 
of bees are represented in a swarm, so there will be no shortage of 
building labor.

city honeybees - comb and cell structures
okno rooftop - Brussels, June 2010

A piece of comb that the bees started to build in a piece of 
styrofoam.

Styrofoam was put into the hive because the colony was a 
split-off from another hive, and not yet strong enough to sur-
vive on the 12 frames of a Kempische hive.
Therefore we reduced the hive till 5 frames, blocking it left 
and right with pieces of styrofoam.
Note that the transition from styrofoam structure to cell struc-
ture reveals exactly the same pattern ...

city honeybees - end of summer. Comb.
so-on rooftop, Brussels - Belgium, August 2009

As the honey-super of the hive was placed with the frames in 
diagonal direction, the bees started to build their own comb-
wax constructions in the spare holes. 

The three layers, fixed with propolis to the cover of the hive, 

were build over a period of 48 hours. The first honey of this 
unconventional organised super was harvested beginning of 
july, and gave us ± 3kgs of pure gold!

The brood comb is the beeswax structure of cells where the queen bee 
lays eggs. It is the part of the beehive where a new brood is raised by 
the colony. During the summer a good queen may lay 1500-2000 eggs 
per day, which results in 1500-2000 bees hatching after the three week 
development period.
The brood comb is usually found in the lower part of the beehive while 
the honey comb may surround the brood area and is found exclusively 
in the honey supers. When a queen does not have enough brood comb 
to lay eggs due to congestion from pollen or honey, the bee colony may 
be more prone to swarm.

The brood comb is the beeswax structure of cells where the queen bee 
lays eggs. It is the part of the beehive where a new brood is raised by 
the colony. During the summer a good queen may lay 1500-2000 eggs 
per day, which results in 1500-2000 bees hatching after the three week 
development period.

The brood comb is usually found in the lower part of the beehive while 
the honey comb may surround the brood area and is found exclusively 
in the honey supers. When a queen does not have enough brood comb 
to lay eggs due to congestion from pollen or honey, the bee colony may 
be more prone to swarm.

A frame of brood comb has two sides which appear the same until one 
looks at the base of the empty cells. The base is a hexagon and if you 
hold it up to the light there is a Y on one side of the frame and an upside 
down Y on the other side.

Freshly created beeswax comb may appear white at first. After the first 
generation of bees hatch from the brood comb it becomes yellow and 
darker in color. Brood comb that is used for subsequent generations of 
bee brood becomes darker and darker until it almost appears black. The 
pupal lining sticks to the hexagonal walls of the cell and is not removed. 
The change in broodcomb color is due to the pupal lining that remains 



to separate the combs without breaking them.The bees at okno licking their own honey. At the right, a piece of comb forthcoming 
from the Top Bar Hive. As bees construct at their own pace and format, itʼ’s often difficult 



The first swarm occurred at okno, The bees are rather immobilized. Thei honey stomach is full and they are too heavy to 
react.They just wait for the scouts bees to lead them towards their new home.
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inside the cell and also small soil and pollen particles that are tracked in 
by the bees over time. The general recommendation for beekeepers is to 
remove and replace broodcomb that is older than four years. 
Comb that is exclusively used for honey comb appears lighter.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

city honeybees - foraging bees
Brussels, June 2010

City honeybees, bumblebees and solitary bees foraging in a 
city rooftopgarden. The flowers are forthcoming from a Tübin-
ger seedmix, composed for pollinating insects to cover nectar 
supply over the months april till september. The main ingre-
dients of the mix are Phacelia, Boragio Officinalis, Buckwheat, 
Calendula and Sinapsis Alba (mustardseed). In honey-terms 
we speak from a ‘mixed flower’ honey.

People are encouraged to sow a piece of their land, garden, 
city, ... with this mix to support biodiversity and to offer more 
food to pollinators, as they are a necessary element in our 
(organic) foodchain.

(danielle)
Two green beehives. One with a blue landing board one with 
a green. The right hive is bigger and it has a horizontal yel-
low band, a little above the centre. Bees are going inside and 
outside of the hives. A lot of bees are crawling over the hive. 
The hives are surrounded by flowers with long greens stems 
and a blueish, lilac ball of flowers. Some bumblebees visit the 
plants. Between the blue flowers there are some yellow ones.

The bees fly in and out of the hive. A silver and yellow band 

frames the screen. Bees are flying in and out of the left hive 
with the blue landing board. But most of the bees are flying 
in. There’s a silver grill around the entrance. It draws in your 
view as well as the bees.

Bees are flying in and out of the left hive with the blue landing 
board. But most of the bees are flying in. The camera shifts 
to the right hyve. There’s a big green area. Then the camera 
focusses on the entrance and grill. Now it’s clear that some of 
the bees have yellow pollen on their legs. They’re easy to fol-
low and draw you in.
Some bees stay on the board a long time, they seem to be 
looking for or smelling something. The pollen laden ones go 
straight in.

The camera zooms out again showing the two hyves. The 
right one shows partially. You can see the flowers on the left 
of the hives. There’s more activity at the right hive. The cam-
era pans to the right showing blue flowers with a few yellow 
ones in between. The blue flowers are visited occasionally by 
bumble bees. We have zoomed in closely to the green landing 
board. The main colours are a rather dull green and grey. The 
yellow from the pollen on the bees legs stands out.
Most bees go in and out of the hives. Some are walking hori-
zontally over the sinc entrance. Only a few bees have yellow 
pollen on their legs. The bees sometimes land on top of each 
other. We’re now looking at the entrance with the blue land-
ing board. Quite a few bees have pollen on their legs. They all 
enter the hive one after the other at exactly the same place 
making it seem as if the film is in a loop.

The pollen laden bees go in at random places. The screen is 
split into two halves: green at the top, blue at the bottom. Two 
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Varroa mite, most dangerous ennemy of the bee colonies
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bees stay on the board and seem to be inspecting it. Then they 
go inside. Four pollen laden bees in a row. A lot of bees are 
crawling on the outside.

The camera cuts to the flowers. There’s the sound of an air-
plane passing. The camera pans, lots of flowers are out of 
focus. The camera tries to catch a bumble bee and follows it 
through the patch of flowers.
The camera keeps panning through the flowers. A bumble bee 
is flying between the flowers. There’s green and blue but ev-
erything is out of focus. There’s a yellow flower between the 
green stems. The panning stops and there’s one leaf in fo-
cus.
The camera is moving, trying to focus. The camera is mov-
ing up. Lots of blue flowers. A bunch of blue flowers is filmed 
from below. You can see the sky. The flowers move slightly 
in the wind. The camera cuts to an overview. It gives a sense 
of space. It’s a sea of blue. with four yellow flowers. Bumble 
bees are flying around and visit the blue flowers. The camera 
starts to pan. Showing more of the sky.

A red building comes into view. It’s a big contrast with the 
dark sky. The camera pans further showing one hive from 
a distance. The camera continues panning, showing a brick 
wall and some higher buildings in the Brussels skyline. One of 
which is the tower of the Saint Catherine church. The sky is 
very dramatic with gray, blue and white clouds. The panning 
stops, behind the apple tree there’s the skyscape of Brussels.

The camera moves down. Showing the garden with different 
plants and constructions. There’s Compass lettuce. The cam-
era moves and we see different kinds of green herbs.  We can 
see the lava soil mixture.

http://padma.okno.be/

city honeybees - pollen harvest
so-on rooftop, Brussels - Belgium, July 2009

Honeybees returning to the hive with pollen on their hind 
legs..

Bees are adapted for feeding on nectar and pollen, the former primarily 
as an energy source and the latter primarily for protein and other nutri-
ents. Most pollen is used as food for larvae.
The transfer of pollen grains to the female reproductive structure (pistil 
in angiosperms) is called pollination. This transfer can be mediated by 
the wind, in which case the plant is described as anemophilous (literally 
wind-loving). 

Entomophilous (literally insect-loving) plants produce pollen that is rel-
atively heavy, sticky and protein-rich, for dispersal by insect pollinators 
attracted to their flowers. Many insects and some mites are specialized 
to feed on pollen, and are called palynivores.

Bees collect pollen in the pollen basket and carry it back to the hive. In 
the hive, pollen is used as a protein source necessary during brood-
rearing. 
Propolis (or bee glue) is created from resins, balsams and tree saps. 
Those species of honey bees which nest in tree cavities use propolis to 
seal cracks in the hive.

Honey bees are known to communicate through many different chemi-
cals and odours, as is common in insects, but also using specific behav-
iours that convey information about the quality and type of resources in 
the environment, and where these resources are located.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honey_bee#Pollen
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A green-marble surface... the tiny flying creature’s dwelling. 
They are getting in and coming out of the small hole, thus 
creating a very dynamic movement. What is the path they are 
making? What is the motivation behind? 
They have a really good coordination and not bumping into 
each other.

The left side of the hive is overly populated.

10 - 20 bees moving in and out of the hive. This is probably 
the regular traffic. 
It is not clear what they are doing if there is no previous knowl-
edge about their actions. They are just moving in and out, oc-
casionally one of them will just take a walk and get in again.

A close up. The hole looks wider. The bees look bigger.
Seems like this bee is taking a walk...

http://padma.okno.be/

city honeybees - seedballs
so-on rooftop - Brussels, April 2010

The Tübinger-seedmix consists of 10 annual flowering plant 
species: borage (Borago officinalis), buckwheat (Fagopyrum 
esculentum), marigold (Calendula officinalis), white mustard 
(Sinapis alba), coriander (Coriandrum sativum), caraway (Car-
um carvi), centaurea jacea (Centaurea jacea), cheeseplant (Mal-
va neglecta), dill (Anethum graveolens) and phacelia (Phacelia 

tanacetifolia) in different proportions.

They attract a diversity of flower-visiting insects, including 
the honey bee and many species of bumble bees. Sequential 
sowings provide nectar and pollen from early summer to late 
autumn and fill the gaps when food for pollinators becomes 
scarce. Different insect species are favoured by different sow-
ing-dates and plant species.

We make seedballs with the Tübinger-seedmix.
Seedballs are 10 to 20 mm diameter models of the living world, 
containing the seeds for a wild or domestic ecosystem. A lot 
of different seeds can be used to make seedballs, and mixed 
together with local soil, your own compost, some sand, clay 
and water they become little potential gardens. They are cost 
effective and can be made by anyone, anywhere where there 
is soil and seed.

Much less seed is used than in conventional growing, resulting 
in fewer plants which are smaller but stronger with a higher 
yield. The technique is useful for seeding thin and compacted 
soils, and avoiding seed eaters. 
It is an ancient technique that was re-introduced by Masanobu 
Fukuoka, an advocate of natural farming.

To make seedballs, you need local, native seeds, red clay,  
(homemade) humus/compost and some local soil.
On the internet you can find many recipies to make seedballs. 
They all differ slightly, mostly in the proposed proportions of 
ingredients. 

This is how we did it:
We use 1 part of seeds, in this case a mix of native wild flow-



The battle of the wasp and the bee. The bee is defending the hive, the wasp was trying 
to get in to steal honey.

Drone cells. Mid august, when they are not usefull anymore, they will all be chased out 
of the hive, during the battle of the drones.
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ers and herbs called Tübinger-mix. The Tübinger-seedmix is 
benefiicial for pollinating insects, in special for the honey bee. 
It consists of 10 annual flowering plant species in different 
proportions : 
Borago officinalis, buckwheat, marigold, white mustard, cori-
ander, caraway, centaurea jacea, cheeseplant, dill and phace-
lia.

We mix the seeds with three parts of (dry) humus from home-
made compost. If the compost is half ripe, it needs to be sifted 
to eliminate the lumps.
Than we add five parts of (dry) local soil and we mix the whole 
with two parts of red clay mixed with water. We add water 
gradually and mix all ingredients until a firm consistency is 
reached. Than we can pinch off wet soil from the main mass 
and roll it between the palms of the hands into smooth and 
round balls of 10 to 20mm diameter.

http://padma.okno.be/

city honeybees - thunderstorm behaviour
Brussels, June 2010

A Brussels rooftop garden. After a long period of hot weather, 
clouds are packing and a thunderstorm is announcing.

As the weather is changing, the behaviour of the bees is chang-
ing too.
Whilst before they were actively foraging the phacelia flowers, 
they now return to their hives where the guard-bees are await-

ing them outside on the landing platform. They all fly around 
the hive, agitated, till the dark clouds are passing by.

(xgz, ink)
The movie tends to document a moment in which the bees 
are restlessly flying around, now - the additional information 
given that it would be about a coming storm is not very ap-
parent here - rather funny is all the noise in the back - how do 
bees hear and sense vibrations of people drilling and sawing 
wood? Maybe they are also nervous because of that? 

Lavender colored flowers (name=Phacelia) are filling half of 
the image diagonally from bottom left to top right. The other 
half is a view over the sky and the top of the city with tall 
buildings. The sound is of the wind hitting the microphone 
in slow waves, after 45 sec this sound is mixed with a lonely 
bird and a faint hum of insect. Occasionally, one or more bees 
enter the picture and circle around the flowers. Occasionally 
they land on a flower.

Flowers on a rooftop garden, skyline at a distance, one bee 
coming to the camera, wind noise in microphone, birds whis-
tle at a distance, more birds coming.
Close up from green beehive, camera down to entry, many 
bees walking/flying in and out police sirens in the back, lots 
of noise by wind, almost no bee sounds.
Camera pans to the left to a second green hive, same kind of 
images, lots of bees flying in and out of the hive.

The camera performs a slow pan downwards along a very 
close up view of woodplanks painted green. A handful of bees 
are swarming in and out of the image and a couple of bees 
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are also crawling on the wood. The pan ends on a metal open-
ing where approximately 35 bees are swarming around and 
creeping in and out of the opening.

We see a metal opening of a green behive where approx 50 - 
60 bees are crawling in and out and swarming around. About 
15 bees are walking around on the horizontal, green wooden 
plane in front of the opening, about 15 are crawling on the 
vertical wall, and approx 15 are flying around. Bees are con-
stantly crawling in and out of the opening. We hear a constant 
indistinguishable hum and a dominating sound of a siren that 
seems to be passing by somewhere. Towards the end of the 
clip, the camera pans slowly to the left and reveals the open-
ing of a second behive, also in green wood, but with a blue 
platform in front of it. Also here, bees are crawling in and 
out.

We see a metal opening of a green behive with a blue wood-
en platform in front. Approximately 60 bees are swarming 
around the opening, crawling around on the platform, above 
the opening and in and out of the opening. the sound is a 
constant and indistinguishable hum and the sound of an aero-
plane passing by. In the beginning of the sequence, the camera 
is shaking. At the end of the clip, the camera pans upwards.

With shaky movements a closeup camera moves from the 
opening of a green behive upwards over the surface revealing 
a few crawling bees. It then pans unsteadily to the left and 
rests at a close up view of parts of stems, leaves and flowers 
in something that looks like a field of plants swaying in the 
wind. The plants that are close to the camera are out of fo-
cus.
The camera is showing/moving to the garden/flowers around 

the beehives, more bee sounds, noise of people talking and 
working with a drill/saw in the background.

With shaky movements a closeup camera moves from a view 
of flowers and stems upwards, revealing a red brick building 
in the background that is out of focus. We hear the sound 
of swarming bees, some of them are distinguishable from a 
more background hum.
The camera moves along the stem and a few branches of a 
small tree with green leaves. The image is shaky, but it is 
hard to say if it is the camera or the tree that makes this 
movement. A few bees that are out of focus is constantly fly-
ing in and out of the image. The sound is of a hum of bees 
mixed with distant sirens. Occasianally a distinguishable bee 
sound appears and disappears. Towards the end, we see a 
closeup and out of focus image of purple flowers with a brick 
building in the background before the camera pans towards 
the right and reveals a closeup of a green behive where bees 
are swarming.

The camera is moving up along the stem of some larger plant, 
where the bees gather. The sky is grey, an airoplane is flying 
over, new police sirens are at a distance.
Some bees are flying very close by, you hear more dense bee 
sounds.
The camera moving down the stem again - pausing on the 
flowers (which ones?) again returning to the green hives, with 
a lot of bees flying in/out.
People are talking in the back, laughing.

The camera pans along a close up image of a beehive towards 
the right to a second beehive and rests on the metal opening 



Introduction of a new queen in the hive. After the bees eating through the candy stop, 
weʼ’ll know if she will be acepted by the workers or not.

A bee swarm at so-onʼ’s rooftop garden. The swarm slowly contracts till a tight ball. The 
bees can wait for 4 hours till 2 days before the fly to their new home.
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of a green beehive where approximately 70 bees are swarm-
ing around the opening.

There is an abrupt switch to skyline and tree again, police si-
rens, no bee sound, wind noise in microphone. Pannig around 
shows flowers and plants, no bees, aeroplanes are flying 
over.
We see a view over the rooftops of a city and a cloudy sky. In 
the foreground, in the upper half of the image, a branch of 
an olive tree is slightly moving up and down. The camera then 
pans down and to the left revealing part of a rooftop garden 
with a few bees swarming around green plants and purple 
flowers. A sharp and distinguishable siren is being heard.

We see two green beehives with plants on their left side. There 
is a sharp sound of a drilling tool. Approximately 70 bees are 
scrawling around the opening of each of the beehives. In the 
air, in front of the beehives, aproximately 50 bees are swarm-
ing in the air. They are out of focus. After about one minute, 
the camera slowly zooms in on the opening of one of the bee-
hives.

We see a metal opening of a green behive with a blue wood-
en platform in front. Approximately 80 bees are swarming 
around the opening, crawling around on the platform, above 
the opening and in and out of the opening. The sound is a con-
stant and indistinguishable hum mixed by a distant sirene. 
After a while, the camera pans towards the roght and rests 
on the opening of a second, green behive. 
We see the metal opening of a green behive where approx 
60 - 80 bees are crawling in and out and swarming around. 
. Bees are constantly crawling in and out of the opening and 
swarming in the air in front of the behive. We here a constant 

indistinguishable hum and a dominating sound of a siren that 
seems to be passing by somewhere. Towards the end of the 
clip, the camera zooms quickly out and reveals the two bee-
hives on a platform surrounded by purple flowers.
A metal opening of a green beehive crosses the image diago-
nally from top left corner to bottom right. We hear the hum of 
bees and see approximately 35 bees swarming and crawling 
around and in and out of the opening.

http://padma.okno.be/
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Always be carefull when you come close to beehives. Bees donʼ’t like stron odours as 
alcohol or perfumes. Move quietly and talk gently to the bees, and they will accept you ...
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The comb consists of connected cells with the form of regular hexago-
nal prisms. The utilization of space and building material is optimized 
by the hexagonal construction. One edge of the hexagonal prism points 
to the top, and another to the ground. The geometry of the shape and 
depth of the cell bottoms and the manner in which they dovetail into 
each other contributes a great deal to the stability of the comb.
A comb measuring 13 cm by 33 cm can easily contain 2,5 kg of honey, 
yet in the manufacture of such a comb the bees use only about 30 grams 
of wax. The relationship between the construction of a comb and its 
strength is extraordinary.

Building can proceed quite rapidly if necessary. When the bees start 
building, they first attach themselves to each other in chains. Soon they 
transform themselves into a dense ball -the building cluster- within 
which they maintain a temperature of 35°, needed for the secretion of 
wax. Mixed with secretion from the salivary glands and kneaded at the 
right temperature the wax flakes get their degree of plasticity at which 
they can best be molded. The cells are built with a gradient of 13° from 
the base till the opening of the cell, to prevent the honey from running 
out.

The bees measure the thickness of the cellwalls with the sense organs 
on the tips of their antennae. The storage cells for pollen are left open. 
The honey cells are closed with a wax lid when they are full. Also the 
breeding cells are closed with a wax lid for the pupation phase.

Bee architecture

Bee comb. mathematical perfection.
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The orientation of the bees is influenced by the magnetic field of the 
earth. Several experiments with swarms and comb building prove that 
when the earthʼ’s magnetic field is artifically disturbed by an external 
magnet, the orientation of the new comb deflects with a degree cor-
responding to the angle between the artificial magnetic field and the 
earthʼ’s magnetic field.
This sense of orientation makes that thousands of bees can build to-
gether at one comb, and its orientation in space results at the end ex-
actly into the orientation of the comb in their old home.

Besides wax the bees gather propolis for filling gaps and holes in their 
home. They collect it in late summer or autumn from the buds of certain 
trees and protect their hive with this glue to preserve the precious heat 
of the hive.

Virgin, brand new comb, build by the young bees.



Time is honey, honey is money, Money is time.
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OpenGreens spring and summer honey. In spring, we had ± 20 kg from 3 hives, in sum-
mer we had ± 50 kg of 4 hives.
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pollen analysis:
the honey wheel

The Cari Honey Aroma Wheel (Centre Apicole de Recherches et 
dʼ’Informations) offers a method for interpreting the results of the honey 
analysis.

The regular classification is done on the basis of the different pollen 
that are spotted in the honey. But at Cari they discovered that, even 
when very similar pollen, the honeys can aniway differ a lot in taste and 
in color. So at Cari they decided to work with a different classification 
method, based on aromaʼ’s instead of pollen.
They work with a sensorial approach to describe the taste of the honey, 
similar to descriptions of wines or perfumes.

The reason why Cari developed this additional classification of honey, 
is that some of the melliferous flowers donʼ’t leave a lot of pollen to the 
sticky hinge legs of the bees. Hence the pollen of these flowers are not 
represented in the honey, but the nectar of these flowers is a part of the 
honey composition.
The sensorial tasting is as such a good complementary classification.

On following pages you can find the Cari interpretation of the analyses 
results of samples of the Brussels OpenGreens honey from spring and 
summer 2010.

Honey Wheel, as developed by Etienne Bruneau
of the Cari.org institute - University of Louvain LN
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Melissa: 
the origin of the word ‘honey’ is 
feminin

Beekeeping goes back throughout history and was an art that was closely 
related to goddess worship in the ancient world. Bees are a matriarchal 
society, closely related to the feminine.

Melissa - “bee” was the title given to Aphroditeʼ’s high priestess at the 
honeycomb-shrine of Mount Eryx, where the Goddessʼ’s fetish was a 
golden honeycomb. Pythagoreans perceived the hexagon as an expres-
sion of the spirit of Aphrodite whose sacred number was six. She wor-
shipped bees as her sacred creatures because they understood how to 
create perfect hexagons in their honeycomb. In Her temple at Eryx, the 
priestesses were melissae, “bees” and the Goddess herself was entitled 
Melissa, the Queen Bee.
Seeking to understand natureʼ’s secrets through geometry, the Pythago-
reans meditated on the endless triangular lattice, all sixty-degree an-
gles, that results from extending the sides of all hexagons in the honey 
comb diagram until their lines meet in the centers of adjacent hexa-
gons. It seemed to them a revelation of the underlying symmetry of the 
cosmos.

The bee was usually looked upon as a symbol of the feminine potency 
of nature, because while creating a magical elixir, known for its pres-
ervation properties, they were also pollinating flowers, increasing plant 
fertility, and abundance.

http://tribes.tribe.net/womenbeekeepersassociation

The origin of Melissa comes from the ancient Hittite word Melita which 
means honey. The meaning of the word has shifted into honey bee in 
Greek. Moreover, the pronunciation has changed to Melissa.
In Greek mythology, perhaps reflecting Minoan culture, Melissa raised 
the infant Zeus in Crete, nursing him with goatʼ’s-milk and honey. In 
later myth she was given a father, Melissus of Crete.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melissus_of_Crete

In Greek mythology, Melisseus (”bee-man”), the father of the nymphs 
Adrasteia and Ide (or Aega, according to Hyginus) who nursed the infant 
Zeus on Crete, was the eldest and leader of the nine Kuretes of Crete. 
They were chthonic daimones of Mount Ida, who clashed their spears 
and shields to drown out the wails of infant Zeus, whom they received 
from the Great Goddess, Rhea, his mother. The infant-god was hidden 
from his cannibal father and was raised in the cave that was sacred to 
the Goddess (Da) celebrated by the Kuretes, whose name it bore and still 
bears. The names of the two daughters of Melisseus, one called the “in-
evitable” (Adrasteia) and the other simply “goddess” (Ida, de) are names 
used for the Great Mother Rhea herself.

The Dionysiaca of Nonnus, learned and accurate in spite of its late date, 
elaborates and gives all nine names of the Kuretes. The infant god was 
fed on milk and honey, the milk of the goat-nymph Amaltheia. Melis-
seus is simply another form of Melissus, also a Cretan “honey-man,” 
remembered by later mythographers as a “king of Crete.”
Fermented honey, an entheogen that was the gift of the Goddess, pre-
ceded the knowledge of wine in Aegean culture. These honey-kings con-
sorting with the Goddess will have combined their position of author-
ity with a sacral role, but modern interpreters would not follow Robert 
Graves in asserting that Melliseus “Adrasteia and Ioʼ’s reputed father, is 
really their mother, Melissa— the goddess as Queen-bee, who annually 
killed her male consort.”
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When he came to maturity, Zeus rewarded his nymph nurses with the 
horn of Amaltheia, the cornucopia or horn of plenty that is always full 
of food and drink. Callimachusʼ’ Hymn to Zeus, full of witty and learned 
detail on the godʼ’s infancy, is at pains to show by etymologies that 
the mythic figures and geographical features obtained their names, and 
thus their very identities, through their participation in Zeusʼ’ early life.

A less Olympian-minded culture might have suggested that the horn 
was not actually Zeusʼ’ to give, and that it belonged already to the an-
cient and fertile Minoan-Mycenean nymphs of Crete.

In a mythic fragment that explains the connection of early Cretan cul-
ture with the island of Rhodes as deriving from Crete, Diodorus Siculus 
briefly relates that five of the Kuretes sailed from Crete to the Cherson-
nese (peninsula) opposite Rhodes, with a notable expedition, expelled 
the Carians who dwelt there, and settling down in the land divided it into 
five parts, each of them founding a city, which he named after himself. 
Triopas, one of the sons of Helios and Rhodos herself, who was a fugi-
tive because of the murder of his brother Tenages, fled there and was 
purified of the murder by Melisseus.

SHE, the queeen herself, walking.
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actions
that 
relate
to 
the
world
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In the social sciences, a gift economy (or gift culture) is a society where 
valuable goods and services are regularly given without any explicit 
agreement for immediate or future rewards.
Ideally, simultaneous or recurring giving serves to circulate and redis-
tribute valuables within the community. The organization of a gift econ-
omy stands in contrast to a market economy. Informal custom governs 
exchanges, rather than an explicit exchange of goods or services for 
money or some other commodity.

Alternative economy cultures tackle not just the financial, but the social, 
cultural, institutional, human, material, emotional and intellectual forms 
of capital. Not just about individual gain, boosting, balancing or bail-
outs, but common good, peer-to-peer, shared wealth and appropriate 
reward for effort involved.

Thanks to digital tools and internet network connections, the ability to 
creatively adjust and innovate has expanded to the mass population. 
Established holders of wealth are challenged as others (often portrayed 
as the younger generation), who gain new materials, resources, and the 
ability to create value anew. 
Technologies are enabling us to participate in and co-ordinate produc-
tion - raising and distributing ʻ‘added-valueʼ’ - in a more transparent 
fashion.
Can we move forward in a sustainable and ethical way, leaving behind 
inequalities, appropriation and exploitation?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gift_economy

gift economy okno’s harvest days

oknoʼ’s harvest day is set up as an open_lab where visitors can explore 
the projects conducted by artists and researchers in the open_green 
rooftopgardens. 
We will exchange ideas about the different processes of social and cul-
tural issues related to the urban, green environment. We share every-
day procedures as cooking algorithms with ingredients forthcoming 
from the seasonal harvest of the connected urban gardens. 
We intend to explore via public discussions and onsite/online presen-
tations the character, properties and the expressions of different natu-
ral processes.

Across workshops and presentations samples of homemade bio prod-
ucts can be savoured: pickled russian cucumbers, sundried tomatoes, 
pinjur, city honey, absinthe, blueberry wine, kosovar pita, courgette-
soup, … Bring your recipies to share them with us!



okno’s harvest days : sharing

On oknoʼ’s harvest days homemade bio products can be savoured: pickled russian cu-
cumbers, sundried tomatoes, pinjur, city honey, absinthe, blueberry wine, kosovar pita, 

courgette-soup,...  Bring your recipies to share them with us!



Workshop on absinthe-making by Various Artistsʼ’ Aude Thensiau. They go beyond Tou-
louse Lautrec and create natural alchemy with local plants: Artemisia (Astereceae). Fol-

lowing page is an excerpt out of the notebook of Aude Thensiau.
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learning
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Albert Einstein said that 
the disappearance of 
bees would lead within 
four years to the disap-
pearance of humans.

No more bees, no more 
pollination, no more men.
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adopt-a-bee plan

Bees are an essential link in our food- and flora ecosystem. They pol-
linate a third of what we eat.
The loss of biodiversity threatens the survival of the bees.
Due to monocultures and pesticides the bees get weaker and they be-
come more sensitive to bee diseases as varroase and colony collapse 
disorder.

The biodiversity of the city -the balconies, parks, streets, wastelands 
and city gardens- shapes a perfect foraging area for the creation of a 
superb and delicate honey from the neighborhoods of the Kanal and the 
inner-city.

By buying a pot of Brussels OpenGreens honey, you foster a  cluster 
of our Brussels honeybees and become a privileged member of oknoʼ’s 
bee-plan.

On the aatached form, you can make a choice of the hive you want to 
foster. 
The OpenGreens beekeepers will tell you the whole story of the 2011 
bee-season.
You will be invited to bee classes for beginners and you can follow the 
development of a bee colony in our observation hives.
You can participate in a seedballing-for-honeybees workshop and do 
some native wildflower seedbombing in the city.
You can join our Brussels neighborhoods walks in search of honey trees 
and honey plants, and discover your city through bees-eyes.

Please fill the attached form and send it to opengreens @okno.be.

okno’s adopt- a-bee program 
By buying a pot of Brussels OpenGreens honey, you foster a  cluster of our 

Brussels honeybees and become a privileged member of okno’s bee-plan. 
 

You can make a choice of the hive you want to foster.  

The OpenGreens beekeepers will tell you the whole story of the 2011 bee-

season. 
You will be invited to bee classes for beginners and you can follow the 

development of a bee colony in our observation hives. 

You can participate in a seedballing-for-honeybees workshop and do some 
native wildflower seedbombing in the city. 

You can join our Brussels neighborhoods walks in search of honey trees and 

honey plants, and discover your city through bees-eyes. 

 
yes, I become a honeybee foster parent! 
 

name  

street + number  

city + zip  

email  

 

and I would like to support : 
(please tick your choice) 
 

Hive 1 Inner city, Vlaamse Steenweg  

Hive 2 Inner city, Vlaamse Steenweg  

Hive 3 Inner city, Vlaamse Steenweg  

Hive 4 Kanal zone, Koolmijnenkaai  

Hive 5 Kanal zone, Koolmijnenkaai  

 

I am interested in : 
 

Bee observatory  

Bee classes and lectures  

Bee-vision city walks  

Bee seedballing workshops  

 

 
opengreens@okno.be          (signature)                   

http://okno.be     foster parent. 
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bee monitoring (wanted: carpenters to build bee-houses)    

The aim is to build bee houses as sculptures, merging with bee wishes and nice aesthet-
ics. Experimenting, dreaming, but waiting to see what nature will describe us ...

 In the meantime ... dreaming of Ninja bees.



top bar hive (kenyan hive) with spare spaces for technology

A Kenyan top bar hive. We constructed the hove with space spaces for all kinds of sen-
sors and network technology - but the bees decided to start swarming before the hive 

was technologically ready ... And now they do it at their own pace ... expanding ...
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bee monitoring (wanted: experienced elec-            tronica engineers)

okno engineers working hard on beehive monitoring technology.
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beehive technology - dataharvest

Regarding the bee colonies, two different areas of activity can 
be differentiated when considering observing a colony. 
All that is happening inside the hive and is usually hidden 
from the observer and activity of the flying bees outside, sur-
rounding of the hive. 
The border area between the inside and outside of the hive 
could be defined as the take off/landing platform at the en-
trance of the beehive.

The activities of a colony vary with outside temperature, weath-
er conditions and food availability, among other factors. Bees 
are very sensitive.

Bee traffic to and fro the hive is depending on these varied 
parameters and hence is subject to change. 
Traffic recordings at that gateway are therefore of interest 
and would yield a range of different information.
•	
�   Inter	
�   relation	
�   between	
�   season	
�   /	
�   weather	
�   conditions	
�   /	
�   tem-
perature and traffic at the entrance
•	
�   change	
�   of	
�   traffic	
�   with	
�   food	
�   abundance
•	
�   growth	
�    (number	
�   of	
�   animals,	
�    size,	
�   weight,	
�    amount	
�   of	
�   pro-
duced honey) of the colony and hive with the proceeding sea-
son

bee-monitoring workshops

The purpose is to develop a device that can serve for bee-
monitoring in an extended network (local & international).
We want to offer the observation-data online in realtime via a 
dedicated server, and we want to be able to compare the data 
forthcoming from different beehives.

Will we end up with a stand-alone bee-monitoring device to 
add to the hive, or will it be a manual on how to augment your 
own beehive to fit into the network? 
Time will tell!

What can we monitor?

Visual: webcams inside hive (infrared, fiber) or outside behind 
window
Sound / vibrations (contactmicrophones - piezo’s, other small 
microphones)
Temperature inside / outside
Humidity inside / outside
Airpollution / Co2
Moving of the bee-blob/nucleus inside of the hive (very im-
portant in winter)
Number of bees flying in/out (summer)
Landing of the bees on the landing strip before the flighthole 
(theremin? Aluminiumfoil?)
Weight of the hive (filling up with honey)
Weight of the hive / colony growing from spring -> summer
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bee monitoring (wanted: biologists)

Karl van Frisch : bee communication language.
The round dance and the waggle dance.
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The Dancing Bees: Karl von Frisch, the Honeybee Dances, and 20th-
Century Sciences of Communication is a book-length study of Karl von 
Frisch and the bees. 
It examines von Frischʼ’s work on honeybees over five decades and trac-
es the transition of the bee as a cultural and scientific object. 

Commentators had for centuries looked to the bees as a model of how 
a well-run social polity might function. But now they were turning to the 
animalsʼ’ dances for insights into non-human communication. 
We are tempted to see twentieth-century linguistics as largely a con-
sequence of the linguist Noam Chomskyʼ’s revolutionary (and resolutely 
human-centric) work.
However, there was a brief window during which the dream of universal 
communication seemed possible, when the bee was not simply a re-
markable animal that was highly adapted to its environment, but a key 
that might unlock the gate that separated animals from humans. 

von Frisch promoted a particular way, not just of doing science, but 
also of observing and understanding animals. He was also an early and 
enthusiastic producer of scientific films and used them as tools for ob-
servation and demonstration. He often relied on the medium to demon-
strate aspects of behavior that lay beyond its direct explanatory reach 
– black-and-white silent film was called upon to support arguments 
about the beesʼ’ abilities to discern colors, scents, tastes, and sounds. 

In a 1927 film von Frisch sought to demonstrate that the bees can per-
ceive different scents. Here stains left behind by scented oils were called 
upon to indicate the presence of odors. Thus, another aspect of the 

bee monitoring tests :
proof of concept

by Karl von Frisch

project shows how von Frisch bridged the epistemic gaps of the me-
dium by training audiences to read the invisible in the visual language 
of film. 
Here we present some stills out of the von Frisch movie on bee-com-
munication.

The movie itself can be seen on following website of the Max Planck 
institute:
http://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/en/news/features/feature5
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Observing the bees.



bee monitoring tests : proof of concept by Karl von Frisch



Bee observation chamber at the Ghent University. The room is heated up to a constant t° 
do  35°C. The walls are covered with aluminum foil, to distribute the light in a very equal 

way. The light sources are combined of 3 x TL-bulbs, each of them at a different frequency 
to cover in totality an equal distribution of light at 300 frames a second.

bee monitoring tests at the Ghent University



300 frames a second, thatʼ’s the speed of images seen by a honeybee. When the bees are per-
fectly confortable in an environment simulating their natural one, the scientist can execute 

tests with artificial flower scents.



3D designs for artificial beehives.
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collabo-
rating
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connected OpenGreens discussion groups          (wanted: collaborators)
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connected OpenGreens database 
contribution - wanted: gardeners.

Garden

PK Id
Project

PK Id

Garden_project

PK Id

FK1 Garden_id
FK2 Project_id

Plant

PK Id

Plant_instance

PK Id

FK2 Plant_id
FK1 Garden_id

People

PK Id

Garden_people_project

PK Id

FK2 Garden_id
FK1 Project_id
FK3 People_id

Admin

Plant_inst_project

PK Id

FK1 Plant_inst_id
FK2 Project_id

Plant_monitoring

PK Id

FK1 Plant_inst_id

Observation

PK Id

FK4 Plant_int_id
FK1 Garden_id
FK2 Insect_id
FK3 Animal_id

Insect

PK Id

Animal

PK Id

COG database design

Author: Danielle Roberts Legend:
Date: 15-08-2010
Version: 1.3

Not used

Square

PK Id

FK1 Garden_id

Square_monitoring

PK Id

FK1 Square_id

Square_plant_monitoring

PK Id

FK1 Square_mon_id
FK2 Plant_id

Admin

PK Id

Admin_garden

PK Id

FK2 Garden_id
FK1 Admin_id

Electronics_type

PK Id

Electronics

PK Id

FK2 Plant_instance_id
FK3 Garden_id
FK1 Type_id
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connected OpenGreens 
square monitoring :
wanted watchers

counting flowers - 20 most casual flowers in monitored 
squares

Pictures from okno’s rooftop garden, wildflowers season 
2010.

We started to make a database of the wild plants and flowers 
that grow in our rooftopgardens. 
The plants are indigenous and their seeds are brought to our 
rooftop locations by the birds. All pictures are photographs 
from our own plants. 
The texts come from a guidebook on wild flowers, and give 
a taxonomy and a topology of the plant, as well as a descrip-
tion of its specific features, e.g. medicinal plant and/or other 
properties.

Canadese fijnstraal, Harig wilgenroosje, Harig knopkruid, Gestreepte witbol, Echte Ca-
mille, Duizendblad, Paarse dovenetel, Canadese hoogstraal.



Luzerne, klein kruiskruid, klein hoefblad, hopklaver, buddleja, boekweit, bezem-
kruiskruid, driekleurig viooltje, ...

Melganzevoet, zwarte nachtschade, wilde bieslook, wilde ruccola, vogelwikke, stinkende 
gauwe, schapezuring, peenbol, paardebloem, ...



Listing of the neofyten: the 25 most casual ʻ‘weedsʼ’ in and around Brussels.
This listing is made by square monitoring (195 squares of 1 km2).

Square monitoring - meticulously watching, every week.
ʻ‘Wat groeit er (wild) in mijn hof?ʼ’
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learning about permaculture in the city gar- den of Gilbert Cardon - Mouscron.

Permaculture garden of Gilbert Cardon (fraternité ouvrière, Mouscron).



okno - wanted: square foot gardeners

Square foot gardening in oknoʼ’s rooftop garden. Every 1m2 square is devided into 9 
parts, to grow 9 different vegetables. Best is to go for companionplanting and research 

which plants benefit from each othersʼ’ vicinity ...
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mapping the melliferous plants
in the urban foraging areas -
wanted: herborists and biologists.

The link between plants and bees is a vital one. The green-
ery map of the bees’ foraging surface is extremely important 
for the wellbeing of the colony. A map -covering the foraging 
area- of all melliferous plants in the urban space, has to be 
drawn. It is up to the beekeeper to keep track of the flowering 
periods of all honey plants within the bees’ radius.  
An important source of nectar and pollen, which is essential 
for the honeybees in the late summer months when the mel-
liferous trees stop blossoming, are the wild flowers.
One can find a selection of those plants on city wastelands, 
on building sites and non-use parcels, on track-sides and in 
parks. 
To give the bees a helping hand we can make seed balls and 
by sowing them we can reclaim a small part of the urban pub-
lic space.
The seed balls contain the necessary seeds for a wild or do-
mestic ecosystem.  

A lot of different seeds can be used to make seedballs. Mixed 
together with local soil, homemade compost, some sand, clay 
and water they become little potential gardens. They are cost 
effective and can be made by anyone, anywhere where there 
is soil and seed.
We use 1 part of seeds, in this case a mix of native wild flow-
ers and herbs called Tübinger. This mix is benefiicial for pol-

linating insects, especially for the honey bee. It consists of 
10 annual flowering plant species in different proportions : 
borage, buckwheat, marigold, white mustard, coriander, cara-
way, centaurea jacea, cheeseplant, dill and phacelia.

The TIK/seed ball project consists of several workshops com-
prising techniques on how to make your own weather station 
with a choice of sensors: windvane, webcam, anemometer, 
UV sensor, rain gauge, sundial, pollution sensor, solar panel, 
piezo.
At the end of the proces the whole will be offered as an open 
source DIY-kit : how to make your seed balls, how to make 
your meteo-station, how to monitor your green patch.



In search to set out the bee flight routes. Above La Maison Bellone in the rue de Flandre, the 
façade is covered with Hedera helix (Araliaceae), klimop - common Ivy. This is most probably 

a late but very important source of pollen before the bees go into their winter phase.At 
the right, the fishmarket with its rows of tilia trees (Malvaceae), linde - linden.



Pantsertroepensquare - the chestnut trees can tell a lot of stories. The statue for the war dove - at the Pantsertroepnsquare. The doves are watching over 
the Tilia and Chestnut trees, and the bees visiting them.
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honeybee carthography:
flightroutes, foraging areas
tracks & traces
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ex-
changing

Measuring the garden plants responsivity at okno.
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TIK is short for Time Inventorsʼ’ Kabinet, a two year collaborative artistic 
research project into the realm of ecological time. By giving over control 
of time to natural and environmental processes, TIK wants to explore 
the artistic potential of the questions surrounding the concept of eco 
time through the development of different creative practices using elec-
tronics and media technology. 

The projectʼ’s title - Time Inventorsʼ’ Kabinet - suggests time itself (as a 
concept) is an artefact or at least an artefiction, an invention. The word 
of Kabinet raises the question of how to collect, order and govern these 
inventions from an ecological point of view in order to create a renewed 
understanding of time and time related concepts such as synchronicity, 
duration and (ir)regularity. Expect workshops, art radio sessions, lec-
tures, conferences, exhibitions and field trips, all organised with the in-
tention to share the collected knowledge and to promote organic artistic 
practices.  TIK hopes to re-invent ecological time an to create a shared 
vocabulary amongst the TIK participants.

We set up a workshop in Korcula to achieve a better understanding of 
two central, intertwined TIK concepts, WindClocks and WindTime. 
The outset of the workshop was WindTime research through the joint 
construction, measuring and connection of actual WindClocks.

Through the construction of prototypes, based on Leonardo da Vinciʼ’s 
anemometer, a possible form of a WindClock was visualised and mate-
rialised for further fine-tuning. The focus was on non-spinning models, 
to show  that a WindClock is not necessarily a spinning windmill. 
Prototype development took place at the Amateur Radio Association. 
These models were adapted to individual needs and ideas by e.g. re-
placing sensors or adding decorative elements. Once a clock was actu-
ally operative data was applied to make simple applications in image 
and sound.
In parallel, different possibilities for a WindClocks network were dis-
cussed and set-up.

Time Inventors’ Kabinet or TIK -
wanted: artists.
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Time Inventors’ Kabinet, linking
windtime and OpenGreens

TIK OpenGreens : textual garden #01 - week41
Brussels - OpenGreen so-on, October 2010

A plexiglass windclock, based on a Da Vinci anemometer 
model. The clock has a gradient range from black to white, 
and a photosensor reads out the temporary values generated 
by the wind.

Test-Location 2: so-on’s OpenGreen rooftop, Brussels - a cold 
day in october. The proof : measuring the windtime and de-
scribing the OpenGreen rooftop garden in the center of Brus-
sels. The wind-values, registrated by the photosensor, are 
linked to the list of plants growing in the rooftop garden. The 
stronger the wind blows, the more present the plantnames 
appear - expressed in fontsize.

The overall movie gets a voice-over by the bees of the garden: 
they comment on their foraging area and add another layer to 
the wind movie. Garden experiments with windclocks ...
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This is a first visualisation test with the windclock we made 
in Korcula, Croatia. The windclock is positioned in the so-on 
rooftopgarden. Via an arduino-board, the clock is connected 
to the computer. We conceived a patch where the list of (all) 
plants growing in the garden is put in a coll. The size of the 
font is linked to the force of the wind. The stronger it blows, 
the bigger the names.
It’s an experiment to describe the OpenGreen rooftop garden 
by the means of the wind and the technology of the clock, the 
arduino and Max.

a weekly overview of t° and windspeed - 
week 42: october 18-24

plant names appearing black and white. appearing and clus-
tering black on white and white on black. plant names grow-
ing filling the screen space, appearing and disappearing, pat-
terns travelling and morphing around centers of criteria that 
appear and disappear like growth and swarming.

plant names effacing plant names, being effaced and illus-
trating presence through a visual cluster, a textual image of 
a time stream, and continuous recurrence of plant names.

plant names appearing and disappearing, some larger, then 
smaller, appearing obscuring and slowly being obscured, 
grown over, disapearing in time, time growing over them with 
new plant names, time occuring latticed with plant names ef-
facing the past occurence of plant names, time effacing itself 
remaining visible through small traces of plant names, ob-
scured by density.
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areas of acquired density occuring, plant names swarming 
around invisible criteria, Verbena and Thymus being excep-
tionally pertinent to this criteria. The simultaneous registra-
tion of ephemeral change and movement, the appearance and 
disappearance of plant names from the visible field.

the recurrence of certain plants, recurring and polarising (po-
larisea), collapsing under streams of other data in the form 
of plant names appearing, swarming over it, disappearing be-
hind the time signatures of the apearance of plant names, a 
lattice of occurence and recurrence.

http://padma.okno.be/Veeoqm2v 

http://so-on.be/SO-ON/OpenGreen/weatheroverview/weatheroverview-01.jpg

Savonius/Darrieus windmill, 
PAF - St. Erme

For building a location specific windmill, we have to measure 
the windspeed on the spot (best over a period of 1 year). 
Often there is a lot of windturbulence. In our case we have to 
choose an appropriate model for multidirectional winds.

A windmill can be designed in different ways. For a soft wind we 
need many blades. For a strong wind we need less blades.
In our case, we chose for a combination of Savonius-model to 
start the mill spinning (the inner part) and Darrieus model to 
take over the rotation at higher speed (the outer part).

A Darrieus machine is a vertical axis wind turbine. Rotation of 
the machine is clockwize and it has eliptical blades.
We need a gearbox to bring over the speed of the mill on a 1 
tot 10 ratio, connect it to a generator and store the energy in 
the battery.

CONNECTING THE ARDUINOS

Arduinos, a programmable microcontroller board and pro-
gramming language which is open hardware / free software 
are used to get sensor information into the mesh network and 
read the information from another source. They are connect-
ed to the asus via the usb-port. Thus, we use the network as a 
medium. Sensors (connected via the arduinos or immediately 
on the asus) can be anything from a webcam to a heat sensor, 
a piezo, touchsensors and so on.



PAF - St. Erme - media ecologies, building the first windmills ... and connecting them to 
the network (2008).
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Gert Aertsen, ATKN project. Windmill and landscape stop motion, 2 different locations 
connected by internet.
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Anemometer windmill at Kravín, Hranice - Czech Republic - during the Yoyo Letne 
Dielne workshopweek.
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A simple anemometer windmill at okno. One of the first TIK try outs.
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connected domes :
whispers from the garden

The idea is to detect bio feedback of plants from the okno OpenGreen, 
send these data from the garden (over a radio frequency connection) 
into okno_inside, transform them into generative music and stream 
them over the okno_radio.
After a collective brainstorm, different parts of the project are setup 
and worked out by different people. At the end everything fits into one 
project.
We discussed possibilities to measure subtle activities of plants and 
create a human/plant interaction. We discovered that all plants in the 
open_green are showing a highly complex biodynamic response to their 
environment.
We conducted experiments to try and find out how plants react to wind, 
air pressure, touch, light, movement, sound etc.

1. sensors:
We were experimenting with different sensors on stems, flowers and 
leaves observing data and biodynamic responses. First we looked into 
measuring the bio resistance of the plants. We tried to build a galva-
nometer based on the Backster experiments.
Simultaneously we were working with stretch sensors: long thin pieces 
of stretch fabric were attached to the sunflower stems. When the flowers 
move in the wind, the fabric becomes more or less resistive and gener-
ates different data.

We worked with all kinds of conductive and natural materials used for 
measuring variable resistance: stretch fabric / conductive thread / 
graphite / metal wool / foil / wire / and the plants themselves.
We decided to work with 2 data types: the Slow Input where plants are 
growing and moving, changing absorbation of light and temperature 
(plant as actor); and the Fast Input: drumming, touching, knocking, talk-
ing, rubbing and pressing the plants (using plant as interface).

2. alternative powering:
We put small 4.5V solarpanels in serie to power arduinoʼ’s and sensors.

3. wireless connections:
The data are send via an internal radio network. We configured Xbee 
Radios with Xbee Shield via Serial connection (USB). Each Xbee is given 
an address/name/destination via AT commands. The arduinos are pro-
grammed to handle the data.

4. sonification and streaming:
The numbers we are getting in from the garden are becoming param-
eters and generators of our open_green sound. The data coming out of 
the 14 analog input streams are sonified via Supercollider create a nice 
ʻ‘zen-soundʼ’.



exchanging data - whispers from the garden

Connected Domes workshop - trying to measure the garden plants responivity on dif-
fernt levels. Sensors connected to the leaves, a wireless network to send the data to the 
internet.



exchanging seedlings 2008-2009-2010







sharing of seedlings and harvest

aubergine ‘black beauty’ and ‘orange de turquie’
eggplant (courges) ‘ronde de nice’ and ‘black beau-
ty’
pumpkin ‘red kuri’ and ‘rouge vif d’estampes’
capsicum (paprika) ‘yolo wonder’
tomato ‘marmande’, de Berao’ and cherrytomato 
‘black cherry’
chillipepper ‘cayenne’
radish ‘cherry belle’
cucumber ‘russian’
fennel	
�    ‘zera	
�    fino’

cardon (kardoen) ‘vaulx de velin’
oseille (zuring), broccoli, spinach, phacelia, mari-
golds and icelandic poppies,
basil ‘canelle’ and ‘big green’

Harvest okno/so-on, spring-summer-autumn 2010.



compost: a nourishing matrix of or-
ganic elements, endlessly worked by 
earthworms, fungi, bacteria, 
and various moulds building the soil



composting and vermicomposting
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creating



build solar cookers

what?
A Solar Cooker is a device that allows you to cook food using the sunʼ’s energy as 
fuel.

why?
+ Solar cooking is the simplest, safest, most convenient way to cook food without 
consuming fuels. But for hundreds of millions of people around the world who 
cook over fires fueled by wood, solar cooking is more than a choice.
+ Moderate cooking temperatures in simple solar cookers help preserve nutri-
ents.
+ Smoke from cooking fires is a major cause of global warming.
+ Many solar cookers are portable, allowing for solar cooking at work sites or 
while pursuing outdoor activities like picnics, trekking or camping.
+ and so much more … read:
general info:
http://solarcooking.wikia.com/wiki/
http://www.solarcooking.org/plans/
http://solarcooking.org/default.htm

specific cooker-models to build during our workshop:
1. the CooKit or Fun-Panel_Cooker (built from cardboard)
http://www.freewebs.com/sunnycooker/funpanelcookerplan.htm
http://solarcooking.org/plans/cookit.htm
2. the Paracucina or the Portable Solar Barbecue (built from an umbrella)
http://www.solarcooking.org/plans/barbeque.htm
3. Double-Angled-Twelve-Sided Solar Cooker (DATS)
http://solarcooking.org/plans/DATS.htm

Solar Cooker at okno rooftop.



Solar Cooker at so-on rooftop. Measuring boiling water, 100°C.
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walking as a means to re-discover 
urban space :
urban bee-vision walks

Bees may have 3,000 to 4,000 facets, or small lens systems, that make 
up each of their eyes.
They also may have multiple photoreceptors for each lens or facet of the 
compound eye.
The center facets are larger than peripheral sensors, so insects can see 
better straight ahead. The effective numerical aperture, or f-number, 
of a beeʼ’s eye facets is about the same as a humanʼ’s eye. However, the 
ratio of a single facet area to that of the human eye active-sensing area 
is a factor of 10,000. This means they do not have the total resolution 
capacity to see as well as humans.

Bee eyes sense polarization of visible light in the sky and also have sesi-
tivity to UV light. They seem to see blue colors best, but they also see 
ultraviolet colors beyond the blue colors which humans see.
Flower often have markings that reflect or absorb light in the UV re-
gion.
 Flowers may also have narrow-band color reflections that communicate 
to bees and other animals the type of plant it is. Beesʼ’ extended range 
of color vision helps them to locate flowers and food to function in their 
survival and growth. 
     Bees use a unique means of communication. By sensing polarized 
light they get a sense of direction and then use visual codes to signal 
food locations to the other bees in the hive. To do this, they dance while 
flying at a specific angle relative to the sun to define direction. Then 
they use the speed of their movements to indicate the distance to other 
bees.

In addition, when in the hive, they communicate with a circular dance 
in a compact  location to tell where specific nectar is located. Here, the 

frequency and  wiggle indicates the distance. Direction comes from re-
lating the position of the sun to the location of the food, also communi-
cating by using the angle of dance relative to the direction of gravity.

Many insects see a wider spectrum of colors than humans do.

Their color vision spectrum may vary from ultraviolet, in the case of the 
bee, to near infrared, in the case of some butterflies, and beetles.

Insects need to be able to see colors and shapes to find plants for food 
and protection, and to identify each other. Some plants are uniquely de-
signed and colored to reflect UV light and other specific colors to attract 
suitable insects to carry out their significant role in pollinating flowers. 
    
http://web1.stmaryssen-h.schools.nsw.edu.au/SMSHS/ricks%20sites/Biology%20web%20site/
HSC_9_5%20communications/Bee%20eye%20folder/bee_eye.html 

 

Geranium sylvaticum L. (Geraniaceae), bosooievaarsbek, woodland ge-
ranium.



urban field trips in 
search of mushrooms

We’ll carry out experiments and research into the culture, cultivation 
and cooking of mushrooms, bred in the so-on and okno rooftop gar-
dens.
We’ll organise urban field trips (to Thurn and Taxis and Jardin Massart) 
in search of mushrooms and mushroom stories.

We start with 2 breeding bedsprepared with spawn of the Stropharia 
rugoso-annulata, brown and yellow.
Stropharia rugoso-annulata, commonly known as the “garden giant” 
or king stropharia, is an agaric of the family Strophariaceae found in 
Europe .
Unlike many other members of the genus Stropharia, it is widely re-
garded as a choice edible and cultivated for food.
The king stropharia can grow to 20 cm high with a reddish-brown con-
vex to flattening cap up to 30 cm across, the size leading to another 
colloquial name godzilla mushroom.

Secondly, we’ll make a breeding bed for the Agaricus Arvensis, com-
monly known as the Horse Mushroom. It belongs the genus Agaricus. 
The gills are white at first. They later pass through grey and brown to 
become dull chocolate. There is a large spreading ring, white above but 
sometimes with yellowish scales underneath. The odor is described as 
like anise. It belongs to a group of Agaricus which tend to stain yellow 
on bruising. It is frequently found near stables, as well as in meadows, 
where it may form fairy rings, the mushroom is often found growing 
with nettles,a plant that also likes nutrient-rich soil.

Exiting wild mushrooms at Jardin Experimental Massart - ULB University - Auderghem, 
Brussels.
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urban walks in search
of edible plants 
(kanal walks)

Triangular Walk was an experimental city walk in the canal 
zone, where art science and activism meet.

Walking along with three guides, the participants explored 
in a playful manner three urban gardening projects and their 
implementation and role in the city. 

After the four hour walk, the groups met at OKNO’s Open-
Green rooftop garden, where they exchanged their findings 
and experimented with the collected herbs for an improvised 
tea-time.  They got an introduction in the OpenGreens proj-
ect, and could become a foster parent of okno’s city-bees.

The informative, interactive and performative journey took al-
ternative food chains as a symbol for sub-cultural processes 
in an urban environment.
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In search of edible plants in Brussels city. Kanal walks, a triangle between Le Deebut des 
Haricots in Laken, Okno in Molenbeek, la Rue en Klorofil in Molenbeek.
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Brusselsʼ’ wastelands at Thurn and Taxis. In search for edible wild plants.
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Oh Sing We Now The Holy Weeds

Oh sing we now the Holy Weeds
That flourish in the ditch,
For they are for the meek in needs,
They are not for the rich.

You cannot buy them at the mall,
nor at the superstore,
They are despised because they all
Grow freely for the poor.

The Dandelion shoots,for spring,
Before their flowers burst;
The Burdock root is best in June
When it is fat with juice;

When autumn comes, The Acorn’s ripe,
The Walnut black is too;
Young Milkweed pods are sweet when boiled,
And Milkweed shoots when new.

The inner bark of Spruce and Birch
For extra Vitamin C -
But do not take too much of each,
Or you will kill the tree.

The Purslane, Sorrel, Lamb’s Quarters,
And Nettles, too, are good;
The Hawthorn, Elder,  Sumac, Rose -
Their berries wholesome food.

The Holy Weeds are plentiful
and beautiful to see -
For who can doubt God put them there,
So starved we’ll never be?

From The God’s Gardeners Oral Hymnbook

excerpt out of The Year of the Flood
by Margaret Atwood
2010, Virago Press





Producing dyes to make dye sensitized 
solar cells with an organic herb spiral - 
by Bartaku

Concept  
The Spiradye is an ʻ‘organic spiral gardenʼ’ in the OKNO OpenGreen for the sustain-
able, permaculture-based production of plants/fruits suited for the production of 
dye sensitized solar cells. 
The Spiradyeproject explores & comments on access to electrical energy as a key 
component of a visionary ecologically integrated city. This project is part of Bar-
takuʼ’s ongoing research project PhoEf: the Undisclosed Poésis of the Photovoltaic 
Effect .
Part of the project is to appropriate the knowledge and technology of growing 
the fruits and vegetables within the urban environment. This experiment re-
flects the importance of the access to electrical energy at a moment where the 
decisions about nearby future production and organization of electrical energy 
(distributive~centralized / dc~ac / renewables~non-renewable) are being taken 
at the highest economical and political levels, far away from public, participative, 
debate. Especially interesting is the juxtaposition between the use of land for bio-
chemical electricity (food for the body) or for electrical energy.
The spiral garden will positively contribute to the biodiversity and hence health of 
oknoʼ’s Open Green eco-system. 

Design
The plant spiral is a permaculture-based gardening shape that takes advantage 
of both horizontal and vertical space to make a large number of plants accessible 
from one spot. The spiralʼ’s different slopes create the different microclimates 
suitable for the different plants. These micro-systems contribute positively to the 
health and stability of oknoʼ’s rooftop eco-system. 

Micro-garden for electrical energy
The idea is to produce the dyes by attempting to create a plant guild based on the 
model of the spiral herb garden. A permaculture guild consists of ʻ‘the harmoni-
ously interwoven group of plants and animals often centred around one species. 



Guilds are an attempt to bridge the broad gap between conventional vegetable 
gardens and wildlife by creating plant communities that act and feel like natural 
landscapes, but that include humans in their web-work. 
This design is based on permaculture: “a set of techniques and principles for de-
signing sustainable human settlements...” and “...careful design of interconnec-
tions to create a healthy, sustainable whole.” [Hememway, T. p. 148].  

Natural dyes for solar cells
Photovoltaic [PV] technologies are the conversion of light into electricity. The dye-
sensitized solar [DSC] cell is one of these technologies. DSC is the PV technology 
that comes closest to mimicking natural photosynthesis process. It is possible 
to make PV-cells using natural dyes, though with significantly less efficiency in 
terms of Watts and duration of power output compared to the commercial DSC 
technologies that uses synthetic dyes (mostly ruthenium). Many different dyes/
juices have been tested for DSC, and most of them are readily available  via the 
garden, the park, woods, in the grocery store, or on the internet for the  exotic 
species. 
DSC technology that uses natural dyes is appropriated and high-level educational 
documentation and the required materials are readily available. The use of natural 
dyes provides advantages in terms of aesthetics (wide colour range) and material 
cost. 

The choice of plants happens in function of the amount of the pigments antho-
cyanin and carotenoids they contain: these pigments play a crucial role in the 
energy system of plants as well as in pollination and seed dispersion since they 
attract bees and other animals). 
Besides their role as light-attenuators, anthocyanins and carotenoids are ben-
eficial for humans as powerful antioxidants and as contributors to good vision 
(carotenoids). 
Still, primarily native species are used since they usually require less maintenance 
and less water than exotics after establishment (one or more seasons).
The choice of plants is based on the attempt to produce an intelligent guild cen-
tred around the objective of producing as much pigments/dyes possible. This can 
only happen if the spiral garden can be interwoven successfully -in the first place- 
within the rooftopʼ’s eco-system. 
More in particular, the natural dye-based DSC require dyes originating from an-
thocyanin and carotenoid pigments. These pigments play a crucial role in the 
energy system of plants as well as in pollination and seed dispersion since they 
attract bees and other animals. Besides their role as light-attenuators, anthocya-

nins and carotenoids are beneficial for humans as powerful antioxidants and as 
contributors to good vision (carotenoids).The definite selection should happen 
after taking into consideration the requirements of the guild and the roofʼ’s eco-
system. 
Some plants that are not directly related to the dye production have to be added 
in order to enhance the quality of the garden by e.g. adding nitrogen (clovers, 
shrubs) or helping to pull nutrients from the subsoil (chicory, yarrow, radish) or 
conserving H20 with mulch producing species like comfrey and cardoon.

http://libarynth.org/luminous/phoef  
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organise seedbombing walks
(send & receive)

reclaim urban public space!
reclaim the wastelands!
reclaim the city rooftops!

what are seedballs and how to make 
them?
how can they be favourable for bees 
and insects?
what is the impact on urban agricul-
ture?

Seedballs are 10 to 20 mm diameter models of the living world, containing the seeds for 
a wild or domestic ecosystem.  A lot of different seeds can be used to make seedballs, 
and mixed together with local soil, your own compost, some sand, clay and water they 
become little potential gardens. They are cost effective and can be made by anyone, 
anywhere where there is soil and seed.



Much less seed is used than in conventional growing, resulting in fewer plants which are 
smaller but stronger with a higher yield. The technique is useful for seeding thin and 
compacted soils, and avoiding seed eaters. 
It is an ancient technique that was re-introduced by Masanobu Fukuoka, an advocate of 
natural farming.

The Tübinger-seedmix is benefiicial for pollinating insects, in special for the honey bee. 
It consists of 10 annual flowering plant species in different proportions : 
borage, buckwheat, marigold, white mustard, coriander, caraway, centaurea jacea, 
cheeseplant, dill and phacelia.
We mix the seeds with three parts of (dry) humus from homemade compost. If the com-
post is half ripe, it needs to be sifted to eliminate the lumps.



Than we add five parts of (dry) local soil and we mix the whole with two parts of red clay 
mixed with water. We add water gradually and mix all ingredients until a firm consis-
tency is reached. Than we can pinch off wet soil from the main mass and roll it between 
the palms of the hands into smooth and round balls of 10 to 20mm diameter.
 in public wastelands or parcs - doing some seedbombing activism!
Seedballs donʼ’t need to be burried or watered. They can lay dormant in place until re-

leased by rain. No matter where a seedball has landed, something from the mix inside 
will be at home on the spot, so all possible habitats are covered into one broadcast. 
Phacelia seeds are the main component in the Tübinger seedmix. Sequential sowings of 
the Tübinger-seedmix provide nectar and pollen from early summer to late autumn and 
fill the gaps when food for pollinators becomes scarce. 
The flowers attract a diversity of visiting insects, including the honey bee and many spe-



cies of bumble bees. Different insect species are favoured by different plant species.
Bees play an important role in pollinating plants, and are the major type of pollinator in 
ecosystems that contain flowering plants, vegetables and fruittrees.
It is estimated that one third of the human food supply depends on insect pollination, 
most of which is accomplished by bees, especially the domesticated European honey 
bee.

Many bees are opportunistic foragers, and will gather pollen from a variety of plants, 
while others are oligolectic, gathering pollen from only one or a few types of plant.
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guerilla gardening

Seedballs and seedbombing are perfect tools to put guerilla gardening 
into practice. Guerrilla gardening is political gardening, a form of di-
rect action, primarily practiced by environmentalists. It is related to land 
rights, land reform, and permaculture. 
Activists squat an abandoned piece of land which they do not own to 
grow crops or plants. Guerrilla gardeners believe in re-considering land 
ownership in order to reclaim land from perceived neglect or misuse 
and assign a new purpose to it.

info on seedballs and guerilla gardening
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seed_ball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerilla_gardening
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permaculture
http://libarynth.org/permaculture
http://libarynth.org/urban_permaculture_concepts
http://brussels-farmer.blogspot.com/
http://thoughtsandtalks.so-on.be/2010/03/25/tubinger-seedballs-
for-diversity-graz/
http://thoughtsandtalks.so-on.be/category/ecology/city-honeybees/

flowerclock building 
on the inner city rooftops

The idea is to build a horologium flore in the (rooftop)gardens.
We are researching now which flowers are inviting the bees at what 
time.
Linnaeus (1707), a Swedish botanist, physician, and zoologist, and 
known as the father of modern taxonomy, is also considered one of the 
fathers of modern ecology. He was among other things researching the 
possibility of a flower clock, but this was not linked to foraging bees.

bees and time : what can we learn from the bee-community?
time in the context of and related to : orientation (sun/hive/food), com-
munication and foraging
Mapping the foraging fields and tracing flight routes …

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linnaeus



Seedballing workshops at Micronimics DIY festival - Citymine(d).
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reading list

start the reading list manually here - to be continued in a next edition.


